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Abaton, place of creation, ABR 186; settlement of Tefnut, ABR 166.

Abbot, J. S. C., Joseph Smith and the stone boxes, MYM 133; Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 98.

Abel, murder by Cain, STT 8:74.

Abimelech, relationship with Abraham, NEP 28:62.

Abinadi, and the religious tradition, APP 138; compared to Teacher of Righteousness (Qumran), CNW 167.

Abolutions, references in Dead Sea Scrolls, CNW 17; references in Egyptian religion, MES 96.

Abraham, and Adam, NEP 26:63; and Ancient Israel, ISR 9; and Chaldea, NEP 15:76; and cosmology, BFE 14; and creation, BFE 18; and Enoch, ENF 9; and Nimrod, NEP 15:28; and ordinance for the dead, NEP 26:59; and Pharaoh, PET 21; and Satan, NEP 64(XXVI); and teachings from Jesus Christ, WOL 10; and Terah, NEP 15:39; and the bees, ABR 230; and the dead, NEP 26:56; and the priesthood, NEP 26:64; and the sacrifice of Isaac, NEP 27:84; and the sacrifice of Sarah, NEP 28:79; as the author of the Book of Abraham, ABR 3; AST 73; as missionary, NEP 26:56; authenticity of the Book of Abraham, PHA 103; childhood of, NEP 16:71; compared to Imhotep and Amenhotep, ABR 102; historical reality of, APP 50; hospitality of, NEP 25:120; in Egypt, ABR, NEP 22:89; in Joseph Smith Papyrius I, ONT 24; offerings, EAR 54; restoration of family, PAM 51; sacrifice of, NEP 88(XVII); sacrifice of, in Joseph Smith Papyrius I, ONT 27; world of, NEP 89(XXIV).


Abraeas, name of God in prayer circle, EAR 76n170.

Acclamation, and power, ACC; in Roman games, ROM 173.

Acusation, according to Brigham Young, BY II:8; spirit of, according to Brigham Young, BRT 1.


Adam, and Abraham, NEP 26:63; and creation, SCI 21; and Enoch, ENF 10; as father of Abraham, ABR 29; history before, CAN 12; in the apocrypha, APO 18; life before, BFE 1; parallel with the Egyptian Atum, MES 133.

Adam and Eve, and prayer circles in the temple, EAR 52; and the bees, ABR 228; as archetypal man and woman, PAM 44; curse upon, PAM 46; disobedience in Eden, PAM 46; in the garden, WOK 4; relationship to Satan, STT 8:73, TOO 15; temptation by Satan, GIF 4, STT 7:80.

Adams, John Quincy, Joseph Smith as a money-digger, MYM 96; opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 44.

Adena culture, ancient temples, ANC 49.

Advanced studies, versus elementary training, NOB 5.

Aesthetics, definition of, LET 102.

Africa, festivals and sacrifices, ROM 36.

African feasts, ROM 77.

Agrapha, see Logia.

Agriculture, in Egyptian ritual, MES 164.

Air, and the environment, BYE 4.

Akh, as deified BA, MES 204.

Akitah, and the Jaredites, LCH 208.

Albright, William F., on Egyptian dynasties, ONT 26.

Aldous, and a machine society, SCI 14.

Alexander the Great, as a Pharaoh, ABR 191.

Alexandrian Codex, SIN 47.

Allegory, and the scriptures, CONF 3.

Allen, T. G., and Egyptology, NEP V121; mythology in the Book of Abraham, PHA 103.

Alma, and intellectual pride in the Book of Mormon, APP 302; and the religious tradition, APP 138; name in Bar-Kochba letters, BAR 121.

Alpha and Omega, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 188.

Altars, and Egyptian bedsteads, NEP 20:101; and Lehi in the desert, APP 209; LEH 72; and prayer circles, EAR 54.

Almahkiah, and Moroni, FRE 2; and the king-men, GIF 7; trouble making in the Book of Mormon, SIN 338.

Amarna Letters, foreign policy at time of Lehi, APP 86.

Amateurism, DAY.

Ambition, according to Brigham Young, BRL 17, BY II:10; and effect on Mesoamerican society, FRE; in the Book of Mormon, SIN 398.

Ambrose, and Augustine, WOL 84.

Amdus, in Egyptian religion, MES 124.

Amenhotep, compared to Abraham, ABR 103.

America, ancient law of liberty, WOL 170; politics, TOR 887.

American Indians, see Lamanites.

Amlici, and intellectual pride in Book of Mormon, APP 304.

Amlicite War, in the Book of Mormon, APP 354.

Ammon, and King Lamoni, SIN 208; and repentance, PRO 14; as an Egyptian name, APP 247; in Egypt and Book of Mormon, BMM 118; name in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 22, 31.

Ammon, and Helaman at war, SIN 355.

Amon, in Egyptian religion, MES 131.


Ancient documents, APO 1; and Biblical historicity, HIS 9; and Joseph Smith, GEN 39, HDF 30; and the Book of Mormon, APP 3, 16-18; and the Dead Sea Scrolls, CNW 161; discovery of, APP 383, N. 10; utility of, ANW 81.

Ancient history, and Lehi, LES 1; reconstruction through archaeology, ARC 5; review, ANW 79.

Ancient scriptures, science fiction, SCI 18.
Angel Moroni, and Book of Mormon criticism, MIX 185.

Angel of the Lord, in Joseph Smith Papyrus I, QNT 19.

Angels, and ancient and modern scriptures, GIF 2; and Egyptian hawk, NEP 20:10B; and prayer circles, EAR 6i; and the First Vision, CEN 267; imagery in the Book of Mormon, SIN 175; in Egyptian ritual, MES 148.

Anger, according to Brigham Young, BY II:11.

Animal kingdom, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 256.

Animal, INT 85; among the Jaredites, LEH 216; and Lehi in the desert, APP 197; and man's dominion, BEF 2; MAN 25; and the environment, BYE 201, BTF 5; and thought, SCI 13; vivisection of, SCI 4.

Anna Perenna, Roman year-festivals, ROM 40.

Anointing, according to Gospel of Philip, MES 285; and purification, MES 98; with oil, in ancient documents, EAC 14.

Anselm, on revelation, WOL 266.

Anthes, and Egyptology, NEP VI 21.

Anthon, Charles, interpretation of Book of Mormon symbols, QNT 3.

Anthropomorphism, and the resurrection, EAS 216; Augustinian teachings, WOL 85; Christian and Jewish teachings, CONF 1.

Antichthonians, according to Origen, APP 285.

Anti-Mormon literature, SOU; and the First Vision of Joseph Smith, CEN, FIR 3; bibliography, MYM 289; criticism, MYM; "How to...for beginners," SOU 69; and writing, HOT.

Anti-Mormonism, according to Brigham Young, BY; and the Book of Mormon, MIX 147; attitude toward continuing revelation, WOL 258.

Antiquity, reliability of records, ANW 81.

Anubis the Embalmer, and Joseph Smith Papyrus I, QNT 9.

Apiculture, in Egypt, ABR 225.

Apocalypse of Abraham, compared to the Book of Abraham, ABR 9; compared to the Testament of Abraham, ABR 22; compared to Moses, chapter 1, STT 7:76.

Apocalypse, in apocrypha and Book of Mormon, APP 175.

Apocalyptic, elements in the Book of Enoch, ENO 82, STT 9:72.

Apocalyptic writings, and eschatology, WAY 817; and Lehi, JES 9; philosophy of, SKE 2.

Apocrypha, APO; and canonical scriptures, EXP 3; and the Book of Abraham, ABR 2; and the Book of Enoch, STT; and the Book of Mormon, SIN 618(M1), APP 164; NEB 89; and the early Christian church, EAC; and the 40-day interval, EVA; attitude of Christianity towards, STT 1:82; Christian, SIN 46; definition, APP 399; description of, SIN 32; discoveries of, RED; examples of prayer circles, EAR 411T; scholarly standing in the 20th century, RED 52; teachings about Peter, PET 2.

Apocrypha of Abraham, and creation, APO 6.

Apologetics, lack in the Church, NOB 3.

Apophis, in Egyptian ritual, MES 181.

Apostasy, and church history, PAS; and ecclesiastical authority, QUE; and reformation, WOL 112; after the resurrection, BAP 147; as foretold by Apostolic Fathers, QUE 22; Christian, WAY 502, 650; doctrine of, in apocrypha and Book of Mormon, APP 174.

Apostles, ancient role of, WAY 570; and the continuance of gnosis, WOL 59.

Apostolic authority, apostasy of, QUE.

Apostolic Fathers, and the apostasy, PAS 134; identified, SIN 47; on the apostasy, QUE.

Apostolic Succession, and the apostasy, QUE 18; in Christian history, WAY 70; view of modern Christianity, WOL 180, WOL 269.

Applause, in the early church, WOL 102.

Arab culture, in the Book of Mormon, NEB 389.

Arab inscriptions, life in the desert, APP 192.

Arab traditions, and Lehi's dreams, APP 217; and Qumran community, QUM 178.

Arabia, and commerce with Israel, APP 50.

Arabic, and Hebrew languages, APP 66; feasts, ROM 70.

Araba, and ancient Israel, ISR 19; and Islam, ISL 64; and Lehi, APP 98, LEH 36; and the authenticity of Lehi, LEH 4.

Arbaugh, George B., and Joseph Smith as a money-digger, HYM 96.

Archaeology, ARC 1-9; a naive science, ARC 1; and Book of Mormon evidences, APP 356, BMA 1; and creation, BEF 3; and Mormonism, ARC 1; and the Bible, ARC 1; and the meaning of life, BEF 7; and the patriarchs, SIN 56; of Mesoamerica, ANC 47; satire of, BIR 120; uniformity in, ARC 5.

Archery, in civilization, ARR 340.

Archetypes, in prayer circles, EAR 72; in the Book of Abraham, ABR 80.

Arian controversy, and the apostasy, QUE 11.

Aristaeus the Bee-man, migrations of, ABR 236.

Aristophanes, and Athens, Greece, PLA 1.

Aristotle, and mysticism, WOL 90; on rhetoric, WOL 98; on science, WOL 245; teachings in Christianity, WOL 25.

Arius, as a skilled dialectician, WOL 40-41.

Ark of Noah, compared to the boats of the Jaredites, THR 566.

Arrows, and the Stick of Judah, STI 91; divination with the Liahona, SIN 287; in Roman hospitality, ROM 104; marked for hunters and the state, ARR 328.
Art, and beauty, LET 102; and kitsch, MOB 16; and the Bible, ARC 2; Egyptian, and Joseph Smith Papyri, NEP 28(XII).

Article of Faith #10, OUG.

Ascension scriptures, SIN 43.

Asenath, as the Queen Bee, ABR 244.


Assam earthquake, SIN 262.

Assam, earthquake, SOW 262.

Assemblies, in the Book of Mormon, APP 267.

Assumption, of Enoch, STT 12:80.

Astarte, after the flood, ABR 158; and the Book of Abraham, ABR 75.

Astrology, origin of SIN 174.

Astronomy, and Abraham, NEP 24:90; and creation, BEF 28; and evolution, WOK 2.

Ataraxia, peace and security, WOL 174.

Athanasius, authority and ecumenical councils, WOL 43.

Atheism, accused of Joseph Smith, MYM 62.

Athens, Greece, and Aristophanes, PLA 1; and Plato, PLA 2.

Atonement, and entropy, MEA 4, 5; as the Gospel, WOL 235.

Attila, and the Jaredites, THR 819.

Atum, in Egyptian religion, MES 131; parallel to Adam, MES 133.

Augustine, bishop of Hippo, WOL 73-80; a neoplatonist, WOL 75; and his education in rhetoric, WOL 103; and St. Ambrose, WOL 84; and substitute for revelation, WOL 81-88; and the development of Christian theology, WOL 73-80; and the Sophic tradition, SOP 50; church over revelation, WOL 222; debt of Catholics and Protestants to, WOL 73; interpretation of scripture, WOL 187; lack of authority, WOL 94; lack of success with doctrine, NOM 61; on baptism, BAP 212; on the Acts of John, EAR 43; on the resurrection, WOL 144; search for revelation, WOL 83.

Augustus Caesar, and education, HOH 442.

Austin, Addison, Joseph Smith and peepstones, MYM 154.

Austin, Emily M., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 111.

Authoritarianism, and Pearl of Great Price scholarship, NEP 1/20; in science, INTR 12.

Authority, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 133; and ancient documents, WAY 230; and Irenaeus, IRE 3; and restoration, HOF 31; Biblical tradition of, REL 5; ecclesiastical and academic, NOB 1; in Christian churches today, WOL 270; in scholarship, ONT 9, ARC iv; in the True Church, WOL 228; in writings other than scriptures, PRO 177; lack of, in St. Augustine, WOL 84; of the Book of Enoch, STT 74; relationship to the Apocalypse, QUE; scientific, SUM; whether given to the apostle Peter, PET 2.

Authorship, Book of Abraham, AST 74.

Autobiographies, Egyptian, and the Book of Abraham, ABR 90, 98.

Autobiography, INT.

Automation, and real work, PHI 25; in society, SCI 9; philosophical problems, BRE 3.

Avard, Sampson, and the Danites, SOU 218.

Awakening, in Egyptian ritual, MES 146.

Axial Period, and ancient writings, EAC 7.

Ba, as the angel of the Lord, NEP 20:109; the spirit in Egyptian religion, MES 78.

Baal names, absence in Book of Mormon, APP 252, LEH 34.

Babylon, compared to Zion, BYE 25, GRE, OUG 9, MOB 13; described, WH 2; festivals, ROM 37, 72; year-drama, ROM 137, 218; and the Jaredites, THR 509.

Babylon captive-list, and names in the Book of Mormon, NEB 326.

Babylonian culture, parallels in Joseph Smith Papyrus I, ONT 28.


Babylonian religion, and ancient Istrael, ISR 28.

Baer, Klaus, and Egyptology, PEA 1; deficiencies of BYU class catalog, NOB 8.

Bainbridge Court Record of 1826, MYM 44, 150.

Baltz, Hermann, Egyptian motifs, ONT 29.

Banks, Edgar J., and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP 54(VIII).

Baptism, and purification rites in Egyptian religion, MES 93; in ancient writings, EAC 9; in the Dead Sea Scrolls, CWU 177.

Baptism for the dead, BAP, TWO 206; and death, WOL 153.


Bar-Kochba, Lehi and the caves, BAR 119.

Bar-Kochba cave, CWU 163.

Barbarianism, and Western civilization, UNS 633.

Barnabas, preaching in Rome, WOL 32.

Barth, Karl, Good as an absolute Other, WOL 116.
Barton, George A., and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP 8:54.
Bates, Ernest S., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 95.
Bathing, in Roman hospitality, ROM 93, 203.
Battle of Riplah, map, SIN 335 a,b.
Battle Scroll (of the Dead Sea Scrolls), APP 182; and modern war, BAR 124.
Beadle, J. H., and the Danites, SOU 263.
Beardsley, Harry M. Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 105.
Beautification, vs. pollution, BYF 3.
Beauty, definition of, LET 102.
Beauty contests, in Roman marriage processiona, ROM 198.
Bedouina, and Lehi, LEH 53; and relationships in the desert, APP 204; compared to American Indians, APP 60, 123; LEH 75; way of life, Jewish sources, BAR 115.
Beds, and Egyptian altars, NEP 20:101.
Bee symbol, in Egypt, ABR 225.
Bees, and the Egyptians, THR 244; in the Jaredite migration, LEH 184.
Belief, writing, ARC ii.
Belisle, Orvilla S., J. S. as money-digger, MYM 106.
Bell, Sidney, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 111.
Belomancy, and the Liahona, LIA 104.
Ben, English translation of, LEH 148.
Beni Hilal, compared to Lehi's sons and Laban, APP 93; standard work on desert migration, LEH 4.
Benjamin, and free lunch, WOK 11; sermon as a year-rite, APP 258.
Bennett, John, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 12, 101.
Benton, A. W., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 150.
Bentresh romance, and Abraham, ITT 10.
Bering Strait Theory, applied to Book of Mormon, SIN 244.
Bible, and ancient Israel, ISR 24; and archaeology, ARC 2; and mythology, MYT 34; and no other scriptures, SIN 817(m); and the Book of Mormon, APP 7, SIN 3; and the Petosiria Inscriptions, MES 66; and the sticks of Joseph and Judah, APP 282; authenticity of the Book of Mormon, BMT 274; described by the Book of Mormon, SIN 22; historicity of, HIS, interpretation of scriptures, WOL 186; new discoveries concerning, NDE; sole source for revelation, WOL 253; traditional scholarship, REL; inspired revision, and W. W. Phelps, MEN 393.
Biblical criticism, and apocryphal works, EXP 22; and historicity, HIS 4.
Biblical interpretation, and the Book of Mormon, LEH 238.
Biblical scholarship, and history, HIS 1; and the apocrypha, SIN 32; on Ezekiel, APP 271.
Biblical studies, current development, AGE 8.
Biblical tradition, and scholarship, REL 1.
Bibliography, anti-Mormon distortions of First Vision, CEN 609.
Biblos, and ancient Israel, ISR 7.
Biederwolf, W. E., Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon, MYM 165.
Big Bang Theory, and creation, BEF 16, 29.
"Big Picture," vs. specialization, NEP 29:84.
Biology, and religion, PAT 44.
Birthdays, OFB.
Bishop John of Bristol, on the loss of revelation, WOL 223.
Bishops, and the apostasy, QUE 15.
Blackman, E. C., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 99.
Blacks, and Khem Min in Egypt, ABR 205; and the priesthood, BES 73-77.
Blasis, Friedrich, on forgery of documents, BMT 277.
Blessing Scroll (IQSb), and the Book of Mormon, SIN 222.
Blood atonement, and the Danites, SOU 225.
BLOOD of the martyrs, BAP 183.
Boat in Joseph Smith Papyri 2, description, AST 90.
Boats, and authenticity of the Book of Mormon, HOW 29; and transparent stones, THR 632.
Bodmer Papyri, SIN 72.
Body, resurrection of Christ, WOL 144.
Boethius of Tarsus, and the use of rhetoric, WOL 99.
Boghazkeui, manuscript discovery, SIN 53a.
Bomberg, Daniel, standard edition of Babylonian Talmud, WAY 152.
Book burning, of ancient texts, WAY 153.
Book of Abraham, ABR, J10, NEEP, PRO 171-179; ancient sources PHA 105; and extra-canonical writings, NEEP 13:27; and F. C. Spalding, NEEP 2:20; and mythology, MYT 37; and the Book of Breathings, MES 1, HHA 161, COMM: authenticity of, ITT 1, NEEP 5:54, NEEP 8:55, PPA 103; Egyptian alphabet and grammar, MEN 369; neglected evidence for, NEEP 13:26; relationship to the Book of Breathings, MES 1; sources for, ABR 47, GET 248; tests for authenticity, 1912 and 1968, NEEP 29:92; themes, NEEP 12:33; translation of, AST 70; See also, Joseph Smith Papyri.

Book of Abraham Facsimiles, reappraisal, FAC 49.

Book of Adam, and Enoch literature, STT 5:61.

Book of Breathings, WHA; and the Book of Abraham, COMM, NEEP 29:82; and the Egyptian alphabet and grammar, MEN 70; and the Hermon Papyri, MES 69; and the Ptolemaic inscriptions, MES 66; as a passport, MES 75; as Egyptian endowment, MES 14; as Judaean-Christian source, MES 11; classification of, MES 12; Copitic, COP: importance of, MES 9; Louvre Papyrus No. 3286, MES 57; nature and purpose of the book, MES 73; not a talisman, MES 8; not an ordinary funeral text, MES 3; packaging of, MES 10; relationship to the Book of Abraham, MES 1; ties with Abraham, MES 13.

Book of Enoch, STT; and Joseph Smith in 1830, STT 73; and the Book of Abraham, ABR 8; and the flood, BKE 3; criticism of, STT 72; description, STT 3:64; origin of, STT 4:62.

Book of Life, and ancient writings, STT 5:60; in Roman festivals, SPA 539.

Book of Mormon, APP, SIN; a prophetic book, SIN 373; according to Fawn Brodie, NDM 24; ancient editing of, INT 169; and ancient history, LES 1; and ancient Israel, ISR 20; and archaeology, APP 366; and Biblical historicity, HIS 5; and Ezekiel 37, AP 271; and F. S. Spalding, NEEP 3:16; and Egyptian literature, CHI 20; "And it came to pass...." SIN 169; and Mesoamerican society, FRE; and Nephite civilization, ANC 49; and New Testament parallels, SIN 120(mill); and Old World ritual, AP 254; and proper names, SIN 33(mill); SIN 192, APP 242; and scientific method, SIN 420(mill); and similar proper names in Lachish letters, SOV 5a; JES 3, DAR; and society, APP 356, 351; and textual criticism, NES 830; and the Apocrypha, SIN 616(mill); APP 164; and the Bible, APP 7, SIN 3; and the Dead Sea Scrolls, DEA 234, APP 143, WOL 194; and the First Vision, FIR 7; and the Lachish letters, LAC 51; and the Qur'an, ISL 58, MIX 530; and the Sheck of Judah, STI 16; and warfare, APP 178; archaeological evidences, BMA: as a test, WOL 195; as a witness, WOL 189-196; as apocrypha, RED 1; as most correct book, SIN 8; as handbook for our age, GIF 1; as history, BMT 275; as scripture, SIN 5(f); authen- ticity of, NEB, APP 11-25; BMT 274-277, LEH 2, PHA 102, HOM, PDR; background, SIN 261; caravans and Jews, APP 47; caves and Lehí, BAR 115; circumstantial evidence for, NEB 88; colophons, SIN 170; compared to Book of Moses, TOD 3; compared to Lachish letters, JES 1; compared to Qur'an, EDM 2; corrections and classifications to, SIN 6; criticism, LEH 136; criticism by non-Mormon, MIX; criticism by F. S. Spalding, ONT 2; describes the Bible, SIN 22; evidences for, APP 2; examination of, APP 1, 13; external evidence for, NEB 32; I Nephi 1-18, LEH; gaining a testimony of, SIN 439; grammar, SIN 169; historical criticism of, LEH 238; historicity, WOL 192; inductive reasoning applied to, INTR; intellectuals in, APP 299; internal evidence for, NEB 30; Iranian influences, SIN 33(mill); Isaiah passages, SIN 130; King James English, SIN 102(mill); language in the desert, APP 66; language of, LEH 13; Lehí as a representative man, APP 38; literary style of, LIT, SIN 171; Mormon view, MD: myth or history, SIN ix; need for examination, SIN 155; opinions of anti-Mormons, MM 264; origins of, NDM 33-14; parallels from the East, BMT: peculiar imagery in, SIN 172; philologi- cal notes, SIN 155; politics in Jerusalem, APP 79, 92; portrait of Laban, APP 102; problems of testing, SIN 160; "proof" of authenticity, APP 1, LEH 128; prophecies in, PRO; punctuation, LIA 89; purpose of, APP 6; qualifications for writing similar work, BMT 275; relevance today, SIN 373; scientific questions, SIN 243; scientific tests for, SIN 243; tests for authenticity, POR; tests for forgery, BMT 277; theories of origin, SIN 155; translation of, MES 50; universal view of history, APP 26.

Book of Pukei (parody), and the peepstones of Joseph Smith, MM 184.

Book of Remembrance, and ancient writings, STT 4165; prayer circles, EAR 70.

Book of the Dead, WHA 162; and the book of Abraham, ABR 1, NEEP 21:75; and the Joseph Smith Papyri, FRA 192, GET 252, MES 6, PHA 104, ONT 22; and the Pearl of Great Price, NEEP 8:59; and the Testament of Abraham, ABR 26; compared to the Book of Abraham, ABR 21.

Books, and ancient records, GEN 43.

Booths, in year-festivals, ROM 39.

Brain, and knowledge, ZEA 101.

Brain power, NIS 2.


Breath-giving, and the Book of Breathings, MES 8.

Breathing certificate, and the Book of Abraham, AST 101; and the Book of Breathings, MES 75.

Bridal chamber, according to Gospel of Philip, MES 285.

Bride auctions, Roman hospitality, ROM 107.

Brides, in Roman marriage processions, ROM 196.

Brigham Young Academy, location of Cumorah Expedition, LEH 270.

Brigham Young University, destiny and problems, NOB 1-9; satire on, SHA.

Brodie, Fawn M., author of No Man Knows My History, NDM; and anti-Mormon literature, SOU 100; and Joseph Smith's First Vision, CCM 724; criticism of Joseph Smith, PDR 17; quoting Henry Caswell, MM 276; on Joseph Smith and the First Vision, FIR 2, 30; opinion of Joseph Smith, MM 45.

Bronze plates, Lehí's sons and Laban, APP 94.

Bruce, James, discovery of the Book of Enoch, STT 2:72.
Brunnenlieder, songs of the desert, APP 238.
Bryant, William, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 37.
Buck, J. B., Joseph Smith and peepstones, MYM 183; Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 114.
Budge, E. A. W., and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP 8:55; Book of the Dead, GET 245; criticism of the Book of Abraham, ABR 2.
Building, in Jaredite and central Asian culture, LEH 204.
Building materials, in the Book of Mormon, APP 348.
Buildings, and the Jaredites, THR 95(II).
Bultman, Rudolf, and eschatology, WAY 902; on Biblical historicity, HIS 3.
Burning, in prophecy, SIN 421.
Burton, Mary, and the Danites, SOU 249.
Business, INT XX; according to Brigham Young, BY 2:10, EDU 81; and Aristophanes, PLA 1; and wealth, WOK 5.
Busiris, and Egyptian mythology, NEP 25:117; and human sacrifice in Egypt, NEP 211:81.
Bwrm, location in Egypt, ABR 164.
Cain, and man's dominion, MAN 29; and Satan, STT 8:74; Blacks and the priesthood, BES 76; in the apocrypha, RED 12; in the 20th century, RED 53; mark of, ABR 216.
Cake, Lu B., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 101; opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 12.
Calendar, Roman festivals, ROM 1-24.
Camels, Lehi's use of, LEH 61.
Camp meetings, and the Book of Mormon, MIX 590.
Campbell, Alexander, Joseph Smith and the stone boxea, MYM 136.
Campbellism, and the Book of Mormon, MIX 533.
Camps, and the ancient state, TEN 605.
Canaan, and the founding of Egypt, ABR 158; curse of, ABR 214.
Canaanites, and the origin of Egypt, ABR 188.
Canonical scripture, and the apocrypha, APP 166.
Canonicity, and the apocrypha, SIN 33.
Canopic vases, and the Book of Abraham, NEP 21:82.
Capitalism, vs. communism, WOK 3.
Capron, Joseph, Joseph Smith as a money-digger, MYM 92.
Caravans, trade in Lehi's time, APP 48.
Cartwright, Peter, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 46.
Case, Hermann, symbolism of the lotus, DNT 22.
Caswall, Rev. Henry, and Joseph Smith, NQM 36, 41, MYM 106, 131; and the Greek Psalter Mystery, MYM 193.
Catastrophes, in the Book of Enoch, ENO 82, STT 9:71.
Catastrophicism, and entropy, MEA 5.
Catholicism, on revelation in scriptures, WOL 253.
Cave communities, and Qumran, QUM.
Caves, Lehi in the desert, hiding places, BAR 117.
Celestial learning, according to Brigham Young, EDU 76.
Celestial marriage, in Egyptian ritual, MES 174; in the meridian of time, PAM 55.
Celestial pattern, in prayer circles, EAR 63.
Celestial world, and the temple, MEA 10.
Census, stories about the family of Jesus, MYM 43.
Celtic games, ROM 127, 212.
Celts, and the Jaredites, THR 818; compared to Roman festivals, ROM 12.
Cement, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 254.
Censorship, of ancient documents, WAY 152.
Census-arrow, use, ARR 333.
Central Asia, and Ether, LEH 170; and the hierocentric state, HIE 238.
Chaldea, and Abraham, NEP 15:76.
Chaldean culture, compared to Egyptian culture, ONT 26.
Chariots, in Roman games, ROM 161.
Charismatic gifts, SEE spiritual gifts.
Charity, according to Brigham Young, BY II:8; and Abraham, NEP 25:121.
Charles, R. H., on the apocrypha, APP 168.
Chase, Parley, Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon, MYM 13, 159.
Chase, Willard, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 70, 112, 131.
Chemical warfare, HOF 37.
Chemmis, and the coronation of Min, ABR 202.
Chichen Itza, ancient temples, ANC 47, 49.
Chief Walker, according to Brigham Young, BRS 36.
Child labor, and wealth, WOK 21.
Children, baptism, BAP 212.
Children, education of, BRE 2; prayer circles, EAR 50.
Chinggis Khan, and the hierocentric state, HIE 235.
Chivalry, and patriotism, USE 3.
"Christ," in the Book of Mormon, SIN 190.
Christensen, Ross T., and evidence in science, INTR 28.
Christian literature, changes in SIN 96.
Christian symbolism, and the bee, ABR 234.
Christian traditions, and Islam, ISL.
Christianity, and death, TWO 202; and early Israel, APP 146; and Easter, EAS 214; and eschatology, ESC; and gnosticism, SIN 77; and historicity of the Bible, HIS 1; and liberalism, CONF 1; and mysticism, WOL 90; and philosophy, CON 2; and Roman loyalty, UNS 642; and temples, CHR; and the apocrypha, APD 1; and the apostasy, PAS; and the Book of Enoch, STT 181; and the Dead Sea Scrolls, SIN 975(ml); and the 40-day interval, EVA 16; and the hierocentric state, HIE 250; and the Mantic tradition today, MES 53; and the Sophic tradition, SOP 50; antagonism towards Mormonism, MIX 412; apostasy, WAY 502; compared to Egyptian religion, NER 8161; historiography, WAY 22; history, INT 49; origins, REL 4; roots in Egypt, ISR 24; survival of, WAY 20.
Christianity, Early, and Egyptian papyri discoveries, EAC; and Irenaeus, TRE; compared to Mormonism, EDM 5; objections to philosophy, WOL 37; prayer circles, EAR 411ff.
Christians, and Jews, in revelation, WOL 4.
Christmas, and Easter as rites, EAS 214; origin of, CMQ.
Christology, and Biblical traditions, REL 3; new discoveries, NED 5.
Chrysonotom, and the stage of the world, WOL 176.
Church, and politics, BEY 8; in the Book of Mormon, SIN 188; vs. individual, WOL 221.
Church councils, and reform, WOL 113.
Church history, and the great apostasy, PAS; new discoveries, NED.
"Church of Anticipation," in Book of Mormon and Dead Sea Scrolls, APP 159.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, WOL 226-234; a non-speculative religion, WOL 30; creeds, WOL 40; evidences of, HDF; signs, WOL 226.
Church organization, vs. spirit, WOL 218.
Churches, and true church, WOL 226-234; in the wilderness, APP 133; Nephite and Lamanite in opposition, APP 136; reason for existence, WOL 133; traditions of the synagogue, WOL 201.
Circumstances, and leadership, BRL 8.
Circus, in Roman games, ROM 160.
Cities, and the ancient state, TEN 608; in the Book of Mormon, APP 346.
City of Zion, in the Book of Enoch, STT 12:79.
Civil War, according to Brigham Young, BY II:4
Civilization, according to Brigham Young, BRS 26; Asiatic and Jaredite, LEH 190; founded by hunters and farmers, ARR 328.
Civilizations, unity or diversity, ARC 5.
Class society, in the Book of Mormon, TRE.
Classical sources, Joseph Smith papyri, GET 250.
Classical studies, knowledge of languages, NOB 4.
Cleansing, and the flood, BKE 12.
Clearance papers, and the Book of Breathings, MES 186.
Clement, and the apocrypha, SIN 48.
Clement of Alexandria, and early Christian education, WOL 67; teachings on pre-existentism, WOL 207.
Clementine recognitions, PET 13; a record of conversion, WOL 30.
Clergy, on mythology and scripture, MYT 34.
Clientele, in Roman hospitality, ROM 118.
Clothing, and warfare, APP 180; and the Joseph Smith Papyrus I, ONT 19.
Clothing ceremony, and the Egyptian religion, MES 107.
Coercion, according to Brigham Young, BY II:9.
Coffin Texts, and the Book of Abraham, NER 21:75; and the Joseph Smith Papyri, MES 6; and the pyramid texts, NER 8160.
Coins, in Roman hospitality, ROM 106.
Cold war, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 330.
Colonization, in Lehi's day, APP 32, 55; in 600 B.C., LES 7.
Colophons, Book of Mormon, LEH 102[IE Feb. 1950], SIN 170, SIN 34[MII]; Egyptian, LEH 17.
Colors, and sacred vestments, SAC 22.
Columbus, and revelation, COL 319.
Combat, and the ancient state, TEN 615; annual in Rome, ROM 155.
Combat motif, in Egyptian ritual, MES 222.
Combat of Adam, compared to Moses 1, STT 7:80.
Commerce, in Lehi's time, APP 50.
Commercialism, HDF 34.
Commoners, vs. the elite, in Mesoamerica, BMA, FRE.
Communication, languages, BRE 11.
Communism, as the enemy, BY II:11.
Communism, Christian, SEE Community of goods.
Community, in Dead Sea Scrolls, CUW 178.
Community of goods, early Christian, APP 398.
"Companions of the cave" tradition, and Qumran community, QUM 179.
Comparative method, and the Book of Mormon, MIX 744.
Compas, on sacred vestments, SAC 12.
Compassion, according to Brigham Young, BRS 13.
Compulsion, in leadership, BRL 3.
Computers, and translation, MEA 3; in society, SCI 11; philosophical problems of, BRE 3.
Concealment, of Christian teachings, SIN 108.
Conjugal embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.
Conscientious objection, Moroni and Bar Kochba, BAR 121.
Consciousness, and light, APD 6.
Consecration, and desecration, HOF 34; and King Benjamin, WOK 12; in the Manual of Discipline, MES 256.
Consensus, in Christian history, MAY 22.
Conservation of energy, law of, MEA 4.
Conspiracy, in opinions of Joseph Smith, MYM 26.
Constantine, Emperor, concerning doctrine of the Trinity, WOL 41; origins of Easter, WOL 140.
Constantinople, manuscript discoveries, SIN 53a.
Constitution, ancient law of liberty of the United States, WOL 171; and Joseph Smith, USE 2.
Constitutional rights, according to Brigham Young, BRS 15.
Contention, according to Brigham Young, BY II: 8; vs. discussion in politics, BEY 14.
Continuing revelation, and the Book of Mormon, MIX 185.
Cooley, Mrs., Joseph Smith as a money-digger, MYM 95.
Copper Scroll (Qumran), contents, SIN 61.
Coptic Book of Breathings, COP.
Coptic language, and Nag-Hammadi discoveries, SIN 69.
Coptic liturgical text, prayer circle example, EAR 75.
Coptos, oldest settlement in Egypt, ABR 195.
Coriantumr, Nephiite and Jaredite names, LEH 244; vs. Shiz, PRO 3.
Coronation, in Egyptian ritual, MES 198.
Coronation ceremony, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 279.
Coronation motifs, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 118.
Coronation scenes, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 130.
Coronations, and Egyptian temples, WHA 182; in the Book of Mormon, RED 50.
Corruption, and incorruption, MEA 4; and the flood, BKE 9; in the Book of Mormon, APP 322.
Cosmic phenomena, and temple ordinances, MES 7.
Cosmic symbolism, and sacred vestments, SAC 11.
Cosmology, and Abraham, BEF 18; and creatio ex nihilo, BEF 3; and Enoch, STT 10:90; and evolution, WOK 1; and relativity, BEF 13; and tenting, TEN 603; and the Book of Enoch, STT 5:62; and treasures in the heavens, TRE; Christian writings, WOL 191; final picture, ARC vi; in the apocrypha, APO 4.
Cosmos, and Enoch, STT 11:81.
Council in Heaven, ABR 16, 17, 34, 158; and the apocrypha, RED 16; and the Book of Enoch, STT 8:73; in apocryphal works, EXP 5; in the Book of Enoch, STT 11:87.
Council of Fifty, and the Danites, SOU 239.
Council of Nicaea, formulation of creed, WOL 40; interpretation of scripture, WOL 186.
Council of Seleucia (359), interpretation of scripture, WOL 186.
Counterfeit money, and Joseph Smith, MYM 137.
Covetousness, and Zion, WHA 8; as a weapon of Satan, BY 3; in Egyptian ritual, MES 220; see also Wealth.
Cowdry, Oliver, and the Egyptian alphabet and grammar, MEN 372.
Cowles, George W., Joseph Smith and peep-stones, MYM 118.
"Creatio ex nihilo," BEF 1, MEA 4, TRE 82.
Creation, NIS 11; according to Cyril of Jerusalem, MES 281; and cosmology, WOK 1; drama, TRE 77; in ancient scriptures, SCI 18; in apocryphal works, APO 4, EXP 14; in the Book of Enoch, STT 11:84; in the Pistis Sophia, MES 275; man's dominion over, MAN 24; plan of life, WOL 207; time involved, CAN 13; vs. evolution, PLA 3.
Creation hymn, in the temple, MEA 8.
Creation of man, parallels in Egyptian temples, MES 129.
Creation story, and Egyptian temples, WHA 178; in the Egyptian temples, MES 130.
Creativity, and Joseph Smith, POR 7; compared to wealth, LET 112; lack of in science, WOL 247.
Creeds, WOL 40-47; and Mormons, WOL 40.
Crime, in the Book of Mormon, APP 315.
Crisis, world, WOL 174-182.
Criticism, and inductive reasoning, INTR.
Crocodiles, and Facsimile No. 1, NEP 20:105; and Joseph Smith Papyri 1, ONT 9; in Egypt, THR 390.
Cross, sign of the, COP 4, EAR 75(n167).
Crown, representing the priesthood, ABR 142.
Crucifixion, relationship to prayer circles, EAR 53.
Cruelty, against God (in the flood), BKE 4.
Crusades, and the temple, CHR 229, MEA 12; to Jerusalem, JER 1572.

Cujo regio ejus religio, WOL 170.

Cultural diversity, and ancient Israel, ISR 20.

Cultural evolution, BEF 35.

Cultural image, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 270.

Cultural patterns, and authenticity of the Book of Mormon, HOW 30.

Cultural uniformity, and ancient Israel, ISR 21.

Culture, and the gospel, GOD 1.

Culture, diversity and similarity, ARC 5, QNT 26; in the church, HDF 30; separations, APP 389.

Culture, Nephite nature of, APP 336.

Cumorah, in the Book of Mormon, APP 362.

Cuneiform, and the Joseph Smith Papyri, NEP II:17.

Curriculum, universal, according to Brigham Young, EDU 70.

Curse of Ham, and Pharaoh's genealogy, ABR 213; and the founding of Egypt, ABR 189.

Customs, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 273.

Cybernation, problems with, BRE 6.

Cylinder seal, and property-marking, ARR 338.

Cyril of Jerusalem, lectures on the ordinances, MES 279.

Cyrus Cylinder, and Iranian traditions, SIN 229.

Cyrus the Great, and Lehi in 600 B.C., LES 6.

DSRT, SEE Deseret.

Damnation, without baptism, BAP 212.

Dancing, similarity to ancient prayer circles, EAR 47.

Dancing maidens, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 278.

Daniel, and politics, BEY 5.

Danites, in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 215.

Darius, and Alexander the Great, in Egypt, ABR 192.

Dark skin, in the Book of Mormon, LEH 84, SIN 247.

Darkness, and earthquakes, SIN 267; and light, in Egyptian ritual, MES 157.

Darwin, Charles, and science, BEF 8, PAT; on the Old Testament, ARC 2; truth-seeking, ARC 4v.

Darwinism, and science, SUM 5.

Dat (Duat), in Egyptian religion, MES 124.

Dating, and the life of Abraham, ABR 53.


The death, baptism for, SEE Baptism for the Dead.

Dead Sea peoples, APP 127.

Dead Sea Scrolls, CUM, DEA, SIN 60; and Book of Mormon authenticity, NEB 148; and canonical scriptures, EXP 3; and cave communities, QUM; and Naq-Hammadi manuscripts, EAC 2; and the Book of Enoch, STT 13:64; and the Book of Mormon, INT 156, SIN 297, 220, SIN 974(a1), MGE 71; WOL 194; and the Lachish Letters, LAC 52; and the New Testament, SIN 305; and the Old Testament, SIN 845(a); and the Primitive Church, AP 143; translation of, APP 149; Lehi in the desert, BAR 124.

Death, WOL 149-156; and anointing in the Egyptian religion, MES 109; and eschatology, TRO; and the dead, remembering, WOL 149; Egyptian teachings about, MHA 171; in contests and games, RDM 129; in Egyptian ritual, MES 216.

Debt, and business, WOK 8.

Deception, in writing history of Christianity, WAY 87.

Declaration of Independence, ancient law of liberty, WOL 171.

Dee, James, and Ann Eliza Young, SOU 24.

Defense, methods used in Book of Mormon, APP 351.

Degree-granting, problems, NOB 9.

Degrees of Glory, after the Spirit World, BAP 25; and Egyptian religion, MES 83; in the apocrypha, AP 15.

Deity, and the First Vision of Joseph Smith, FIR 5.

Delathoth, tablets of Lackish letters, DAR 2.

Demotic Egyptian, and the Book of Mormon, RED 7.

Denning, Moses E., and Ann Eliza Young, SOU 39.

Descensus, and 3 Nephi, CH 25.

Desecration, and consecration, HOF 34.

Deseret, among the Jaredites, LEH 184; among the Egyptians, THR 244; origin of the name, ABR 240; Egyptian meaning of, MES 198.

Deseret Alphabet, and languages, BRE 12.

Desert, as an escape, APP 125; as image in the Book of Mormon, RED 10; imagery, in Book of Mormon, SIN 177; language of, in Book of Mormon, APP 66; Lehi's familiarity with, APP 64; imagery, in Book of Mormon, SIN 177; migration, and Lehi, LEH 4; sectaries, and authenticity of the Book of Mormon, HOW 33; sectaries, and the Book of Mormon, SIN 297; survival in, by Lehi's family, APP 190; traditions, in the Book of Mormon, APP 338.

Deserts, desecration of, HOF 37; flights from the cities, LEH 92.

Destroying Angels, in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 215.

Destruction, definition of, LEH 240.

Deutero-Isaiah, and the Book of Mormon, SIN 138.

Deveria, Joseph Smith Papyri, QNT 6; head in facsimile 1 of Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 86; Theodote, and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP 8:59.
Devils, according to Brigham Young, BRT 1.
De Voto, Bernard, and anti-Mormon literature, SOU 101.
Dewey, John, and philosophy, WOL 38.
Dicae, in Roman hospitality, ROM 104; use in Roman festi-
vals, SPA 541.
Dickens, Charles, denounces Mormon faith in miracles,
WDL 14.
Dickinson, Mrs. Ellen E., Joseph Smith as money-digger,
MYM 100; opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 68.
Didache, on the last days, BAP 148.
Diptychs, prayer circles, EAR 68.
Disasters, and Abraham, NEP 24:89
Disciplina arcana, SIN 116, 120.
Discipline, in Education, HDM 447.
Discoveries, Biblical, since 1830, SIN 52.
Disease, and the sacrifice of Sarah, NEP 28:82.
Dispensationalism, NIS 11; and history, SOP 65; and the
ancient writings, EAC 14.
Dispensations, and Moses I, TOO 2; and Peter, PET 4.
Dispersion, and civilization, LEH 190.
Divination, and the Liahona, SIN 287; in games and
contests, ROM 125.
Divination arrows, and the Liahona, LIA 104.
Divinity, and the pharaohs of Egypt, ABR 192.
"The doctors," WOL 243-257.
Doctrine and Covenants, compared to Quran, EDM 7.
Documentation, in writing anti-Mormon literature,
SOU 74.
Documents, authenticity of, PDR.
Dogberry, Obadiah, Joseph Smith as money-digger,
MYM 94, 175.
Dominion, of many over nature, MAN 24.
Donatives, in Roman festivals, SPA 521.
Doud, R. C., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 101.
Dougall, Lily, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 50.
Doxology, relationship to prayer circles, EAR 51.
Drama, temple, and Egyptian ritual, MES 130.
Dramatizations, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 132.
Drawing, quality on Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 13; vs.
writing in Egyptian art, ONT 17.
Dreams and visions, and Lehi, APP 217, LEH 47; connec-
tion with trials, NIS 5.
Dristan, Dom E., and Egyptology, NEP VI 22.
Drowning, and purification, MES 101.
Drought, in contests and games, ROM 129.
Drunkeness, and Joseph Smith, MYM 210.
Dualism, and cosmology, BEF 15.
Dura-Europas Synagogue, and Lehi's vision, SIN 216,
SIN 394(mill).
Early Christian church, and Egyptian papyri discoveries,
EAC; compared to Mormonism, EDM 5; rediscovery of,
NED 6.
Earth, and the depravity of man, BKE 11; as our home,
BYF 1; in the Book of Enoch personified, STT 9:74.
Earthquakes, and Abraham, NEP 24:90; in Book of Mormon,
SIN 262; in Book of Enoch, STT 9:72.
Easter, EAS, WOL 140-148; origins, WOL 140.
Eating, ROM 56-90; and ritual meals in Egypt, MES 143.
Eaton, Gen. John, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 97.
Eaton, Mrs. Dr. Horace, opinion of Joseph Smith,
MYM 38, 96, 101.
Ebonites, and gnosticism, SIN 88.
Ebla Tablets, and the Book of Mormon, ABR 48; and Ur of
Haran, ABR 68.
Eccentricity, and gnosticism, SIN 77.
Economy, and education, MOB 14.
Ecstasy, compared to revelation, WOL 82.
Ecumenical movements, and Reformation, WOL 113.
Education, INT 229; according to Brigham Young, BRE,
MOB; and history, DOR 33; and prophesy, WOL 65-72;
and sophistry, HDM, PAT 53; and success, PLA 5; and
the apostasy, PAS 137; elementary nature of; NOB 5;
of children, BRE 2; philosophy of Brigham Young,
EDU.
Egypt, ancient records, AST 75; and ancient Israel,
ISR 3; and the Old Testament, AEG 5; and stable
society, PHI; Festivals, ROM 20, 221; founding of,
ABR 149; Israel's dependence on, APP 70; Jerusalem
at time of Lehi, influence on, LEH 8; parallels with
the Book of Mormon, BMM 118; population,
APP 384(n.8); sacrifices, ROM 36.
Egyptian alphabet and grammar, AST 71, MEN 350, 359; and
Joseph Smith, JUD 2; and the Book of Mormon,
NEP 29:82; and the Joseph Smith Papyri, IIT 1; and
the Joseph Smith Papyri II, AST 96; description,
PRO 176a; translation, PHA 100.
Egyptian art and Facsimile I, NEP 11:42, 12:28; basic
school form, ONT 17.
Egyptian culture, Book of Mormon parallels, NEB 248;
compared to Chaldean culture, ONT 27.
Egyptian endowment, MES; and the Book of Breathing, MES 14; and the temple, MEA 10.
Egyptian games, ROM 144.

Egyptian idioms, and the Book of Abraham, COMM.

Egyptian language, and English, LEH 14; and Hebrew, LEH 15; and writing, GEN 40; at time of Joseph Smith Papyri translation, ONT 15; translation of, MES 48.

Egyptian literature, and the sacrifice of Sarah, NEP 28:82.

Egyptian names, in Book of Mormon, APP 242; proper names in Book of Mormon, SIN 192.

Egyptian papyri discoveries, and early Christian church, EAC.

Egyptian religion, and Christianity, ISR 26; and the Book of Brethtings, MES 9, WHA 164; compared to Christianity, NEP 8:61, NEP 8:64; understanding necessary for Christianity, FRA 193.

Egyptian sources, Joseph Smith Papyri, GET 248.

Egyptian unity, and the Book of Mormon, JES 4.

Egyptian writing, and the Lachish letters, DAR 4; in Jerusalem in 600 B.C., SOV 4; in the Book of Mormon, LEH 102(IE Feb. 1990); and the writings of Abraham, ABR 37.

Egyptians, and entropy, MEA 5; and the Jaredites, THR 150; intelligence of, ABR 106.

Egyptology, and Mesoamerica, ANC 48; and Book of Abraham Facsimiles, FAC 49, NEP 29:82; and Book of Brethtings, WHA 178; and the Joseph Smith Papyri, IIT 1; and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP, NEP 3:18; areas of research, MES 7; as a specialty, NEP 7:48; Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 1; Joseph Smith Papyri research in 1912, PRO 171; modern scholarship, ABR ix, PEA 1; pitfalls in modern, NEP VI 18.

Egyptus, origin of name, ABR 187.

Elders, and Jerusalem at time of Lehi, APP 80.

Elephantine documents, SAC 20; and authenticity of Lehi, SOV 5a, JES 5, DAR 6; and Lehi, JES 5; manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Elephants, in Book of Mormon, NEB 452, SIN 256.

Eleusinian mysteries, parallels to founding of Egypt, ABR 160.

Elias, restoration at Mount of Transfiguration, BAP 837.

Elijah, as Enoch, ENF 11.

Elites, vs. commoners, in Mesoamerica, BMA, FRE.


Eloquence, among Arabs and Lehi, APP 229.

Embalmings, Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 9.

Embraces, in Egyptian ritual, types of, MES 241.

Emery, W. B., Egyptian and Chaldean cultures, ONT 26.

Emmons, S. B., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MMY 100, 125.

Empedocles, and the use of rhetoric, WDL 99.

Endowments, and Abraham, ABR 22; temple, MES; temple, and the Gospel of Philip, MES 284; temple, and the Egyptians, MEA 10; temple, defined, MES 14.

Enemies, according to Brigham Young, BY; and Brigham Young, BY II:5.

English language, and Egyptian, LEH 14.

Engraving, quality on Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 12.

Enoch, and his city of Zion, STT 12:79; and the Book of Moses, STT 1:78; and the cosmos, STT 11:81; and the creation, BEF 33; and the wicked world, STT 8:79; as Noah, ENF 3; book of, as apocrypha, SIN 41; departure from the earth, STT 12:80; description and traditions, ENF; influence on New Testament, STT 1:80; Joseph Smith and Dead Sea Scrolls, QUM 156; literature, STT 3:51; lore, STT 1:80; passages in Moses and apocrypha compared, ENF 4; prayer circles, EAR 54; the prophet, ENF; visions, STT 10:90.

Enthusiasm, SEE Zeal.

Entropy, and order, MEA 2; and atonement, MEA 4.

Enume Elish, on council in heaven, EXP 8.

Environment, INT 85; and Brigham Young, BY; changes and science, ARC 4; in Mesoamerica, BMA 2; thoughts of Brigham Young, BY 2-4.

Ephesus tradition, and Qumran community, QUM 178.

Ephod, and the priesthood, SAC 5.

Ephraim, and Manasseh, SIN 224; stick of, BAR 126.

Epic literature, and archaeology, APP 371; and Pearl of Great Price, STT 6:67; and the state, TEN 599.

Epic milieu, and the Jaredites, THR 30.

Equality, and wealth, SIN 396; in Book of Mormon, FRE 8; in wealth, WOK 12.

Erudition, in writing anti-Mormon literature, SNU 78.

Eschatology, and Biblical historicity, HIS 1; and Bible traditions, REL 4; and death, TWI; and modern Christianity, ESC; and perspective, NIS 2; and Peter, PET 4; and protology, NIS 4; and primitive church, WAY 817; as mythology, WAY 902; in apocryphal works, EXP 24; in apocrypha and Book of Mormon, APP 170; in New Testament, NED 6; modern-day importance, WDL 243; science and religion, WDL 243-257; spirit vs. church organization, WDL 219.

Esoteric doctrine, see Mysteries.

Essenes, and desert, ABR 243; origins to Egypt, ABR 105.

Eternal progression, and treasures in the leavens, TRE; in Egyptian rituals, MES 142; plan of life, WDL 207.

Eternity, and Egyptian religion, MES 138.

Ether, LEH 143-266; as epic poem, THR 32; compared to epic milieu, THR 2:26; vindication from early history, APP 288.
Ethenio Enoch, STT 1:81, 3:64.

"Etz," the sticks of Joseph and Judah, APP 274.

Eusebius, on philosophy and scriptures, WOL 35; on revelation as bestowed, WOL 26; on the doctrine of the Trinity, WOL 43; on true gnosia, WOL 59.

Evangelium Quadragesimatis Dierum, SEE Forty Days Interval.

Eve, SEE Adam and Eve.

Evidence, and testimony, INTR 25; external and internal, for Book of Mormon, PQR; in a testimony, BRT 4; in historiography, NOM 11-19; in retrospect, about Joseph Smith, MM 42; in writing anti-Mormon literature, SOU 81.

Evil, according to Brigham Young, BRT 1.

Evil and good, see Good and Evil.

Evil speaking, according to Brigham Young, BY II:9

Evolution, and cosmology, WOK 1; and creation, BEF 1, 2; and entropy, MEA 2; and science, SGD 5; freedom of scientific inquiry, ARC 2; natural and material means, ARC 19; vs. creation, PLA 4.

Exaltation, after the spirit world, BAP 26.

Execution, in Book of Mormon, SIN 276.

Exegesis, Bible and Book of Mormon, LEH 238; use of revelation, WOL 250.

Existentialism, and the meaning of life, BEF 5.

Exodus, and pioneer saints, APP 122.

Expectation, Christian and primitive, SDP 2.

Extortion, and wealth, WOK 8.

Extremism, American society, TOR 887.

Eye of Re, and founding of Egypt, ABR 150.

Ezekiel, and the Stick of Judah, STI 16; as a prophet, STI 338; compared with Joseph Smith, WOL 21.

Ezekiel 37:15-23, as evidence for Book of Mormon, APP 271.

Facsimiles of Book of Abraham, authenticity, JUD 7, NEP 29:02.

Fact vs. history, ARC 3.

Fairchild, President, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 14, 129.

Fairs, Roman games, ROM 42.

Faith, and ritual, WOL 136; described and defined, NEB 233.

Faithfulness, according to Brigham Young, BRS 22.

Fall of Adam and Eve, in apocryphal writings, STT 87:73.

False doctrine, after the Resurrection, BAP 166; and the apostasy, QUE; vs. true gnosia, WOL 60.

False prophets, imitators of real ones, WOL 18; true church, WOL 230.

False teaching, and the apostasy, PAS 133.

Familial embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.

Family, and Adam and Eve, PAM 45; and Lehi in the desert, APP 211, LEH 77.

Family, Egyptian, and sealing, ABR 129.

Family cult, in Roman festivals, ROM 25.

Family ties, in Egypt, ABR 184.

Famines, and Abraham, NEP 24:92; in Egypt, THR 338.

Farming, vs. hunting in civilization, ARR 328.

Fashions, and reality, MOB 19.

Fate and fortune, of man (according to the Greeks), WOL 2.

Fault finding, according to Brigham Young, BRS 12.

Fear, according to Brigham Young, BY II:2.

Feasting tickets, use of, ARR 335.

Feasts, Roman, ROM 56-90.

Female vs. male image, in Egypt, ABR 179.

Ferris, F. G., opinion of Joseph Smith, MM 164.

Fertility, in Roman festivals, SPA 515.

Festivals, Roman, ROM 1-24.

Fiction, in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 100.

Fides, in ancient Rome, UNS 632.

Fig Tree, and the last days, BEY 18.

Filthy water, image in Book of Mormon, SIN 181.

Finality, in scientific research, SCI 16.

Fire, and Abraham, NEP 24:91; and Lehi in desert, LEH 72; in Book of Enoch, STT 97:1.

Fire making, and Lehi in the desert, APP 202.

First Presidency, on politics, BEY 9.

First Vision, of Joseph Smith, CEN; according to Fawn M. Brodie, NOM 21; authenticity, FIR; compared to Transfiguration, EDM 6, WOL 212; reference in Jeffersonian Republican of 1833, WOL 14.

Flag, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 51.

Flag of Kawa, and Title of Liberty, APP 185, NEB 246.

Flood, and Egyptian story of earthly dominion, ABR 151; and Jaredites, STR 146; in Book of Enoch, ENO 77; reasons for, BKE 3.

Flood story, ISR 1; archaeological and scriptural evidences, SIN 58; in the Book of Enoch, STT 97:1.

Flora, and Roman marriage processions, ROM 198.

Folklore, hunters, ARR 333.
Food, and ritual meals in Egypt, MES 143; in Egyptian ritual, MES 213; Lehi in the desert, LEH 62; shortages, and Abraham, NEP 24:92.

Forbidden fruit, in Egyptian ritual, MES 176.

Foreign policy, and Jerusalem at time of Lehi, APP 86.

Forgeries, in writing of Christian history, WAY 87; and Book of Mormon, NEB 83; POR 11; texts for Book of Mormon, BMT 277.

Forgiveness, judgment, WOL 172.

Fortifications, in Book of Mormon, APP 352.

Forty-day literature, and Book of Mormon, SIN 203; in apocrypha, APO 22.

Forty-day ministry, evidence for, CHI 21; historicity of, EVA.

Fountain cults, ROM 215.

Fountains, in apocrypha, RED 30.

"Four," symbol in Egyptian religion, NEP 21:83.

Free agency, ancient law of liberty, WOL 166; and obedience, BEF 17; and perception, ZEA 103; in Book of Mormon, SIN 385; vs. programming, SCI 13.

Free discussion, archaeology, ARC 11.

Free lunch, and work, WOK.

Freememmen, vs. Kingmenn, in Book of Mormon, FRE.

Frontier, and Book of Mormon, MIX 590.

Funeral steleae, and Book of Abraham, ABR 37, 118.

Funeral texts, and Book of Breathings, MES 3; and Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 80, GET 251, ONT 9, WHA.

Furniture, Egyptian, Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 29.

Futurism, and science, GEN 38; conclusions, WOL 122.

Gadgets, in Book of Mormon, HOW 29.

Gadianton robbers, and crime in Book of Mormon, APP 318; and intellectual pride in Book of Mormon, APP 306.

Gadianton Society, in Book of Mormon, SIN 399; nature of, SIN 407.

Gadianton Wars, and Mormon, SIN 368.

Galileo, science, WOL 245; truth seeking, ARC 1v.

Games, Roman, ROM 1-249.

Garden, and the Pistis Sophia, MES 276.

Garden of Eden, according to Cyril of Jerusalem, MES 281; motif, APP 123.

Garden story, in Egyptian ritual, MES 163.

Garment, stolen, and Nimrod, LEH 160.

Garments, and warfare, APP 180; in the apocrypha, RED 28; holy, SAC.

Gates, Seven Deadly, MES 217; of hell, salvation of the dead, BAP 788; use of in Egyptian ritual, MES 210.

Gematria, and Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 101.

Genealogy, in Ether, LEH 148; prayer circles, EAR 71; tradition, WOL 202.

General Authorities, and the apostasy, QUE 14.

Genesis 6 and 7, ISR 1.

Genghis-Khhan, and central Asian civilization, LEH 194.

Genizas, and new discoveries, NEB 88.

"Gentile Dilemma," HDF 37.

Geology, compared to archaeology, ARC 1.

Geography, in I Nephi, LEH 87.

Germanic, cultures, Roman festivals, ROM 14, 30; feasts, ROM 61, 211; ritual, HIE 227; tradition, and the Jaredites, THR 818.

Gifts, in Roman feasts, ROM 95; of the Spirit, SEE Spiritual Gifts.

Gilbert, and the printing of Book of Mormon, SIN 4.

Gilbert and Sullivan, and man and woman, PAM 60.

Gilgamesh Epic, ISR 13; and the Jaredites, THR 514, STR 146; and transparent stones, THR 630.

Ginza, APO 11, 12.

Gizeh, discovery of manuscript, SIN 53a.

Glass, among the Jaredites, LEH 213.

Gloria, and acclamation, ACC 8.

Glossolalia, prayer circles, EAR 52.

Gnosis, the act of knowing or a testimony of the Gospel, WOL 58; and baptism for the dead, BAP 112.

Gnosticism, WOL 57-64; after the Resurrection, BAP 146; and ancient writinga, EAC 11; and Christianity, SIN 77; and Irenaeus, IRE 3; and the apostasy, QUE 9; and the forty-day interval, EVA 11; in primitive Christianity, SIN 82; prayer circles, EAR 52; true knowledge and religion, WOL 56-64; origins, WOL 61.

God, definitions of ancient philosophers, GOD.

God-seeking, WOL 48-56.

Godhead, and the First Vision, CEN 867; anthropomorphic teachings, CONP 1; appearance in First Vision of Joseph Smith, FIR 5; comprehensibility of, WOL 48.

Golden Plates, and Book of Mormon, APP 18-24; as evidence, APP 18.

Good and evil, free agency, WOL 168.

"Good guys and bad guys," in Book of Mormon, SIN 378.

Gordon, A. J., on scientific research, SCI 3.

Gordon, Cyrus, Ur and Canaan, ONT 26.
Gorgias, and the use of rhetoric, WOL 99.

Gospel, and importance of philosophy, WOL 200; and science fiction, SCI; and self-knowledge, NIS 1; apostasy of, QUE 4; as glad tidings, WOL 235-242; Christmas quest, CNG; culture, COM; expansion of knowledge of the, EXP; first principles, WOL 70; of truth, SAC 21; testimony, NIS 3.

Gospel of Philip, and cosmology, APO 8; and the temple endowment, MES 284.

Gospel teaching, reticence in, SIN 104.

Gossip, about Joseph Smith, MYM 38; in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 105.

Government, TEN; according to Brigham Young, BRS; and crime in Book of Mormon, APP 329.

Graduate school, writing and publication, WRI; uselessness of, NOB 6.

Graham, Winifred, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 170.

Grammar, in Book of Mormon, SIN 169.

Grant, Jedediah M., and the Danites, SOU 230.

Grasshoppers, and purification, MES 103.

Great Council in Heaven, in ancient writings, SIN 211.

Great lady, and the founding of Egypt, ABR 149.

Greece, festivals, ROM 21, 38, 212.

Greek culture, and ancient Israel, ISR 17.

Greek Enoch, STT 3165.

Greek feasts, ROM 77.

Greek games, ROM 147.

Greek language, monuments of, LEA.

Greek literature, and ancient Israel, ISR 28.

Greek mythology, and Enoch, ENF 25.

Greek Orthodox Church, preservation of altar ring dances, EAR 48.

Greek psalter mystery, and Joseph Smith, MYM 193.

Greek, study of, interpretation of scripture, WOL 188.

Greeks, knowledge among the, WOL 1.

Greeley, Horace, and the Danites, SOU 265.

Greenburg, M., on robots, SCI 9.

Greene, E. B., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 53.

Greenstone, in Egyptian religion, MES 124.

Gregg, Thomas, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 23, 123.

Guides, in Egyptian ritual, MES 194.

Hagar, and Abraham, NEP 16:70; and Abraham and Sarah, NEP 28:84.

Hale, Isaac, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 101.

Ham, son of Noah, and the curse, ABR 189; and the stom garment, LEH 162; connection with Min of Coptos, ABR 200; curse of, ABR 213.

Hand-grips, in Egyptian ritual, MES 249.

Hanging, and authenticity of Book of Mormon, HOW 32.

Happiness, according to Brigham Young, BRL 10.

Hardy, G. H., as a scientist, SCI 5.

Harding, Stephen S., and Joseph Smith, SOU 260.

Harris, Abigail, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 20.

Harris, Henry, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 14, 161.

Harris, Lucy, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 21.

"Harrowing of Hell" (Easter Drama), BAP 836.

Hasidism, order of prayer, EAR 63.

Hathor, and matriarchal tradition in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 133.

Hatred, according to Brigham Young, BY II:1.

Hawk, as an angel of the Lord, NEP 20:108.

Head, Facsimile I of Joseph Smith Papyri, description, AST 85.

Healing, and Egyptian religion, MES 108.

Health, learning, BRE 1.

Heaven, described, OUG 2.

Heavenly City, and Jerusalem, JEU.

Heavenly garments, SAC 15.

Heavenly tablets, and Book of Enoch, STT 5:62.

Hebrew, and Arabic languages, APP 66; Aramaic Enoch, STT 3:66; characters vs. Egyptian, LEH 157(IE Feb. 1950); language and Egyptian, LEH 15; language in Joseph Smith Papyri I, QNT 29; language taught to Joseph Smith, ABR 42; names, proper names in Book of Mormon, SIN 194; writings, and Babylonia and Egypt, SIN 58.

Hebrews, and ancient Israel, ISR 5; and Book of Mormon, MIX 746.

Hedlock, Reuben, and Joseph Smith Papyri, MEN 356, engravings of Facsimile No. 1, NEP 9:72; reproduction of Facsimile I of Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 82.

Helaman, and the 2,000 sons, SIN 354.

Heliopolis, and Abraham, NEP 15:80.

Hell, according to Brigham Young, BRT 2.

Hellenism, and 4th century Christianity, WOL 87; and the early church, WOL 35.

Hendrix, D., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 126.

Henry Meux Hypocophalus, reproduction of, AST 91.

Hercules, as model of mythology, MYT 36.
Heraldic plants, and the lotus, ABR 144.
Heresy, and Rome, UNS 645.
Hermonts, and Book of Mormon, SIN 33(mII).
Heroes, mythical, and Abraham, NEP 25:116.
Heroic Age, See Epic Milieu.
Heroic Society, and the Jaredites, THR 26(II).
Herweben Papyri, and Book of Breathings, MES 69.
Heward, Mr., translation of Joseph Smith Papyri, GET 245.
Hezekiah, the elders in Jerusalem, APP 81.
Hickman, William, and the Danites, SOU 255.
Hiding, and the Jaredites, LEH 248.
"Hiding up treasures," in Book of Mormon, SIN 278.
Hidden records, CUW 161.
Hieracopials, ms. discovery, SIN 53b.
Hierocentric civilization, and temples, MEA 7.
Hierocentric rites, HIE 230.
Hieroglyphics, and Book of Breathings, MES 87; Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 85; translation or interpretation, QNT 3; translation of, NEP 3:120, NEP 2:14.
Higher criticism, Biblical scholarship, NED 4.
Higher education, NOB 1-9.
Hilary, on creeds and opinions, WOL 45; on knowing God, WOL 50; on revelation, WOL 253.
Hill Cumorah, discovery, satire, BIR 120.
Himmelsbriefe, WOL 178.
Historical criticism, Bible and Book of Mormon, LEH 238.
Historical research, methodologies, NIS 8.
Historiography, ANW 79-81, NOM; and ancient Israel, ISR 16; Christianity, WAY 22; review, ANW 79.
History, and Book of Mormon, LES 1; as controlling the past, WAY 22; conflict with Religion, DOR 22; observations of, SOM; patterns, types and shadows, NEP 27:84; vs. Fact, ARC 3.
History of Syria: Including Lebanon and Palestine, by Philip K. Hitti, book review, HIT 312, 313.
Hittite names, in Book of Mormon, APP 249.
Hittites, and ancient Israel, ISR 4; and Jaredites, THR 712.
Hoffer, Eric, on work, PHI.
Holiness, and the church, HOF 33.
"Holy Books," renewal by Egyptians, AST 75.
Holy Sepulchre, and the temple, CHR 121, IDE 228.
Holy Spirit, doctrine according to Origen, WOL 71.
Homer, Iliad, compared to writings of Abraham, ABR 32.
Homeric question, and the Jaredites, THR 30.
Homo sapiens, and paleontology, BEF 2.
Homonid origins, BEF 5.
Homousians, and the Arian controversy, QUE 12; in the Nicene Creed, WOL 42, not in the scriptures, WOL 186.
Honeybees, and Min of Coptos, ABR 225.
Hope, Christian and primitive, SOP 2.
Hopewell culture, ancient temples, ANC 47, 49.
Horizon, use of in Egyptian religion, MES 79.
"Horizontal" tradition, in Judaism, SIN 101.
Horses, in Book of Mormon, SIN 257; in Icelandic games, ROM 125.
Horus-name, in Book of Breathings, MES 91.
Horus the Hawk, and crocodile worship, NEP 20:108; and Qairia, NEP 21:76; and the conquering of Egypt, ABR 177; and the Joseph Smith Papyri 1, QNT 9; examples of, TEN 600.
Hospitality, and Abraham, NEP 25:21; Roman, ROM 91-124.
Hostia, in Roman hospitality, ROM 96.
Hosts, at Roman feasts, ROM 86.
Houseman, A. E., on prosperity, WOL 238.
Howe, E. D., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 11ff.
Human condition, according to the Greeks, WOL 2.
Human qualities, pleasing and despising to God, GRE 198.
Humanism, and creation, BEF 4, 5; and the gospel, HUM.
Humility, definition of, BEY 7.
Humor, of Brigham Young, BRT 3; in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 92.
Hunt, James H., Joseph Smith and peep-stones, MYM 125; opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 97.
Hunters, statecraft, ARR 328.
Hunting, in the desert, APP 195, LEH 66; in the hierocentric state, HIE 238; vs. farming in civilization, ARR 328.
Huriya, and ancient Israel, ISR 16.
Hyde, John, and Book of Mormon, INTR 34.
Hyde, John, and the Danites, SOU 255; opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 13.

Hypocephali, and Book of Mormon, NEP 29:83; and Book of Abraham, ABR 34; and Book of Beatings, MES 13; comparisons with Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 69, ONT 12.

Hypothesis, and evidence in science, ARC, INTR 42.

Iceland, games, ROM 125, 210; ritual assemblies, HIE 227.

Identification-tag, marked arrows, ARR 329.

Idolatry, Abraham and Nimrod, NEP 13:31; and Abraham, NEP 24:93.

Idumea, or the world, APP 128.

Ignatius of Antioch, on death, WOL 151; on knowledge about God, WOL 49.

Ignorance, awareness of, BRE 10; Pre-Columbian archaeology, ANC 47.

Imagery, in Book of Mormon, SIN 172.

Imhotep, compared to Abraham, ABR 102.

Immortality, and death, TWO; plan of life, WOL 207.

Incarnation, in apocrypha, APO 4.

Incorruption, and corruption, MEA 4.

Independence, in leadership, BRL 3.

Independence, and wealth, WOK 14.

Inequality, and wealth, SIN 394.

India, games, ROM 35.

Indian, feasts, ROM 75; games, ROM 140.

Indians, according to Brigham Young, BY II:4, BRS 32; compared to Bedouins, LEH 75; origin of in Mesoamerica, BMA 4.

Indians, American, SEE Lamanites.

Individual, vs. church, WOL 221.

Indo-European culture, and ancient Israel, ISR 15.

Inductive reasoning, and interpretation of records, INTR 1.

Ineffability, and Christian mysticism, WOL 93.

Infallibility, and the scriptures, NEP 3:16; Bible and Book of Mormon, SIN 4; prophets, PRO 177.

"Infancy Gospels," accounts of childhood of Jesus, EAA.

Infancy stories, and Abraham, NEP 16:71.

Infant baptism, BAP 213.

Infants, and the Egyptian religion, MES 104.

Ingersoll, Peter, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 118.

Initiation, and Egypt, temple rites, WHA 185; and mortuary rituals, MES 7; and the Book of Beatings, MES 87.

Initiation rites, as a journey, MES 185.

Inner life, need for authority, WOL 227.

Innovation, in Christianity, WOL 198.

Insight, compared to revelation, WOL 82.

Inspiration, and inductive reasoning, INTR 20; use of in science, PAT 39.

Intellect, according to Brigham Young, EDU 66.

Intellectual candor, universities, NOB 1.

Intellectualism, and mysticism, WOL 90; attack on religion, NOB 7; in early Christianity, WOL 66; in Book of Mormon, APP 299; vs. mission of the church, NOB 1.

Intelligence, environment, BYF 6.

Interpretation, applied to scriptures, WOL 254; in archaeology, ARC 4; of records, INTR 1, WAY 307.

Intuition, and inductive reasoning, INTR 20.

Iran, and ancient Israel, ISR 19; influence on Book of Mormon, SIN 32(MII).

Iranian culture, Dead Sea Scrolls, APP 184.

Iranian elements, in Jewish literature, SIN 712(MII).

Iranian traditions, and Book of Mormon, SIN 226.

Ireland, and Roman festivals, ROM 13; games, ROM 31.

Irenaeus, and early Christianity, IRE; immortality, WOL 208; on gnosticism, WOL 35, 61; scripture and tradition, WOL 185.


Isaac, sacrifice, NEP 27:84.

Isaiah, ascension of, SIN 207; authorship of, AGE 8; Book of, GRE; passages in Book of Mormon, SIN 130; transmission of the record, SIN 143.

Isaiah question, explained by Book of Mormon, SIN 137.

Ishah-tree, in Egyptian ritual, MES 169.

Ishmael, and Lehi, APP 59; as ancestor of the Arabic people, LEH 43.

Ishmaelites, compared to American Indians, APP 60.

Isidorian Decretals, forgery and Book of Mormon, NEB 919.

Isla, cult of, ABR 184; in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 135; in the Book of Beatings, MES 77; Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 9.

Islam, and Mormonism, ISL; and the temple, CHR 118; compared to Mormonism, EDM 1; conversion to, HIE 23.
Israel, ancient, ISR; and primitive Christianity, APP 146; cultural dependency on Egypt, APP 70; discrepancies in early history, APP 382; economy in Lehi’s time, APP 47; following diaspora, BAR 116; historicity, HIS 7; use of arrows, ARR 334.

"It came to pass..." criticism of in Book of Mormon, SIN 169.

Italy, Feasts, ROM 51.

Jackal’s mask, Joseph Smith Papyri I, AST 98, ONT 12.

Jackson County, Missouri, prophetic plans for WOL 215.

Jacob, son of Isaac, sacred vestments, SAC 30.

James, the apostle, and Peter, PET 1.

Janus, year-end rites in Rome, ROM 7.

Jared, LEH 143-266; his ships, APP 295.

Jaredites, and secret combinations, SIN 405; and the Book of Mormon, SIN 237; existence of, THR; legends, NEB 452; migration of, LEH 182; polarization of, PRO 3; ships and shining stones, STR 133.

Jefferson, Thomas, biography by Fawn M. Brodie, PDR 17.

Jeremiah, and Lehi, SOV 7, JES 7, DAR 8; and the Lachish Letters, LAC 50.

Jerome, a good Ciceronian, WOL 77.

Jerusalem, according to Brigham Young, BRS 30; as a holy city, TEN 606; city and land, APP 85; earthly and heavenly, JEH; geographic boundary, LEH 5; in Christianity, JER; politics at time of Lehi, APP 79; rule of the elders, APP 79.

Jerusalem Talmud, and Book of Ether, THR 630.

Jesus Christ, accounts of childhood, EAA; and Biblical religion, REL 4; and sacred vestments, SAC 3; birthplace, APP 391(n.18); charged with quackery by Celsus, WOL 15; divinity, NOB 2; forgotten writings, SIN 198; leadership, BRL 8; post-resurrectional activity, EVA, SIN 200; prayer circles, EAR 50; Resurrection and Easter, EAS 216; resurrection in ancient writings, EAC 12; resurrection in Egyptian theology, NEP 18:130; resurrection teachings, SIN 198; Second Coming, BRS 29; teachings on wealth, WOL 18; the true prophet, WOL 10.

"Jew," and names in Book of Mormon, NEB 309.

Jewish feasts, ROM 47, 67.

Jewish history, parallel patterns in Book of Mormon, BAR 124.

Jewish literature, Iranian elements in, SIN 711(mII).

Jewish sources, Joseph Smith Papyri, GET 250.

Jewish symbolism, and the bee, ABR 234.

Jewish traditions, and Islam, ISL.

Jews, according to Brigham Young, BRS 29; and Christians, in revelation, WOL 4; and the Danites, SOU 296; gathering of, SIN 419.

John, in apocryphal literature and Book of Mormon, SIN 234; and the synoptic gospels, SIN 235.

John, the apostle, and Peter, PET 1.

John the Baptist, function in the Spirit World, BAP 90.

John, the Revelator, and the early Christians, WOL 4.

Johnson’s Army, according to Brigham Young, BRS 21; and the Danites, SOU 232.

Jonadab ben Rechab, contemporary of Lehi, APP 56.

Jones, C. Sheridan, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MMY 104.

Jordan, David Starr, on authority, WOL 250, ONT 9.

Joseph, in apocryphal writings and Book of Mormon, SIN 230; in Jewish traditions, SIN 334(mII).


Joseph Smith, Enoch, STT 6:64.

Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 69-102, ONT 1-34, PHA 99-105, FRA 191-194, GET 245-254, NEP, PEA; alteration of symbols, ONT 15; and Book of Abraham, ABR 4; and Book of Breathings, WHA; and the Tanners, COMM; authenticity, ITT 1; Book of the Dead, FRA 192; changes in reproductions, ONT 4; Facsimile No. 1 (photo), AST 83; fragment, FRA 191; history, MEN; Metropolitan Museum of Art presentation to the Church, PRO 171; original excavation of, MES 3; possible sources, GET 248, 250; translation of, MES 47.

Joseph Smith Papyri I, criticism, ONT 1.

Joseph Smith Papyri II, evidence of restoration, AST 86; interpretation, ONT 31; reproductions, AST 88, 89.

Joseph Smith Papyri X and XI, MES; and the Hersewen Papyri, MES 69; and the Louvre Papyrus No. 3284; and the Petosiris Inscriptions, MES 66; reproductions and translation of, MES 19.

Journey, in Egyptian ritual, MES 184.

Journey, Jaredites and Central Asiatists, LEH 224.

Joy, fear of and the atonement, WOL 239.

Jubilees, and the Apocrypha, SIN 42.

Judaean-Christian sources, and Book of Breathings, MES 11.

Judaism, and authenticity of Book of Mormon, HDW 32; and mysticism, WOL 90; and philosophy, CONF 1; and Book of Enoch, STT 1:81; and the temple, CHR, MEA 12-13; "horizontal" and "vertical" traditions, SIN 101.

Judges, parallels, Old and New World, BMM 116; rule by in Jerusalem, APP 86.

Judging, and understanding, BRS 11.

Judgment, forgiveness, WOL 172; in Egyptian ritual, MES 227; in Book of Mormon, SIN 382.

July 24, Mormon pioneers, WOL 211.

Justice, and the flood, BKE 4.
Justin Martyr, on philosophy and prophets, WOL 35; compared to intellectual pride in Book of Mormon, APP 309; on the nature of God, WOL 54; plan of life, WOL 206.

Justinian, and the hierocentric state, HIE 248.

Karampe, manuscript discovery, SIN 53a.

Karneia, Greek festivals, ROM 148.

Kawe, and the Title of Liberty, SIN 711(mII).

Kawe of Iran, and the Title of Liberty, NEB 246.


Kelley, Charles, Joseph Smith and Book of Mormon, MM 165.


Kennedy, J. H., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MMY 110.

Kensington Stone, compared to Book of Mormon, LEH 252.


Keys, relationship to salvation of the dead, BAP 788.

Khana, in the hierocentric state, HIE 235.

Khem-Hornja, and Ham, ABR 199.

KHQK, symbol in temple ceremony, EAR 76(n.73).

Khonsu, in Egyptian ritual, MES 236.

Khpr (transformation), in Egyptian ritual, MES 171.

Kidder, D. P., opinion of Joseph Smith, MMY 169.

Kimball, Heber C., and the Danites, SDU 233.

King Benjamin, and free lunch, WOK 11.

King James Version, language of Book of Mormon, NDM 49.

King Lamoni, and Isaiah, SIN 208.

Kingmen, and General Moroni, SILN 347; vs. Freemens in Book of Mormon, FRE.

Kings, and year-rites, NEP 18:126.

Kingsbury, J. D., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MMY 104.

Kingship, in the Old Testament, AGE 6; rivalry between pharaoh and Abraham, ABR 77.

Kircher, Athanasius, Book of Abraham and Egyptology, PRO 173.

Kirtland Egyptian Papers, SEE Joseph Smith Papyri.

Kirtland, Ohio, prophetic plans for, WOL 215.

Kirtland Papers, and Book of Abraham, ABR 3.

Kitsch, and perspective in art, MOB 15, 16.

Knossos, manuscript discovery, SIN 53a.

Knowledge, among the Greeks, WOL 1; and the forbidden fruit, MES 176; and zeal, ZEA; gathering from everywhere, EDU 69; importance of, BRE 4.

Knowledge banks, and science, BEF 7.

KOK, symbol in temple ceremony, EAR 76n, 73.

Kolob, and cosmology, BEF 14.

Koptas, and the founding of Egypt, THR 244.

Koran, SEE Qu'ran.


Korinhor, and free agency, SIN 307; and intellectual pride in Book of Mormon, APP 303; as Egyptian name, APP 244; name in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 21; Old World parallels, BMM 116.

Kraeiling, E., syncretism in ancient times, ONT 26.

Laban, and the Lachish Letters, LAC 54; and the records, LEH 108; and the sons of Lehi, APP 92; and Yaush in the Lachish Letters, DAR 13, JES 12; the death of, by Nephil, APP 96, LEH 114; description of, APP 102.

Labor-saving devices, according to Brigham Young, BRE 6.

Lachish Letters, APP 80, LAC, SIN 53a; and Lehi, LEH 3, 42; and Book of Mormon, DAR; compared to Book of Mormon, JES 1; foreign policy in Jerusalem at time of Lehi, APP 89.

Lachoneus, and crime in Book of Mormon, APP 327; name in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 34.

Lady Maat, in Egyptian ritual, MES 148.

Lake of Khone, in Egyptian ritual, MES 234.

Laman, and Lehi's family, APP 212; as a name, APP 62.

Laman; son of Lehi, behavior in the desert, LEH 78.


Lamanites, and Nephites, SIN 375, FRE; and the mark of Cain, ABR 217; at war with the Nephites, SIN 330; compared to Central Asiatics, LEH 54; compared to Ishmaelites, APP 60; destruction of, LEH 240; prayer circles, EAR 59; wars against the Nephites, PRO 1.

"The Land of Jerusalem," APP 85.


Landnahmen, and the ancient state, TEN 616.

Language, Greek, monuments of, LEA; and the Book of Mormon, LEH 13; and translation, SIN 165; origin of, INT 101.

Languages, ancient, and Egyptology, NEP II 14; and Joseph Smith, JDH 3; confounding of, LEH 165, 259; good communication, BRE 11; importance of, NOB 4; in diversity of cultures, ARC 5, 9; of the Book of Mormon, NEB 308.

Lapham, Jonathan, Joseph Smith and stone boxes, MMY 116, 130.

Last days, and politics, BEY 16.
Last Supper, relationship to prayer circles, EAR 58.

Latter days, OUG.

Laurence, Richard, translation of Book of Enoch, STT 72.

Lautia, in Roman hospitality, ROM 94.

Law of Consecration, and King Benjamin, WOK 12; and stewardship, HDF 39.

Law of Judgment, in Book of Mormon, SIN 382.


Law of Plentitude, and creation, APO 10.

Law, and peace, JEU 1.

Lazarus, compared to the three Nephites, CHI 35.

Leadership, according to Brigham Young, BRL.

Learning, health, BRE 1; celestial, according to Brigham Young, EDU 76.


Lee, John Doyle, and the Danites, SOU 237; and Brigham Young, SOU 242.

LeFevre, and Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 7.

Legitimacy, and Queen Mother Hathor, ABR 135.

Lehi, Book of Mormon prophet, LEH; and desert sheikhs, LEH 47; and his time, APP 28; and Jeremiah, SOV 7, JES 7, DAR 8; and 600 B.C., LES 1; and the Arabs, APP 58, LEH 36-46; and the Lachish letters, JES 1, LAC 51; as a name, APP 61; as a representative man, APP 38; authenticity, SOV 9a, JES 5; character, LEH 201(IE Mar 1950); his dreams, LEH 47; his personality, LEH 11; in the desert, BAR 115-126; Jewish sources, BAR 115; man of three cultures, APP 63; vision, SIN 212.

Leiden T32 manuscript, MES 6, 11.

Leuel, son of Lehi, as a name, APP 62; behavior in the desert, LEH 79.

Letters, From Heaven, Middle Ages, WOL 178; From Lachish, LAC.

Lewis, C. N., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 31.

Lewis, C. S., divinity of Jesus Christ, NOB 2.

Lewis, Levi, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 36.

Lewis, Sophia, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 36.

Leyden Book of Breathings, Papyri Leiden T32, ABR 149, 162.

Liahona, ancient parallelis, LIA; and authenticity of Book of Mormon, HOM 29; divine power source, ANC 48; in Book of Mormon, SIN 283.

Libanius, and education, HOD 440.

Liberal education, vs. trade schools, GIF 19.

Liberalism, in religion, WOL 262; science and religion, WOL 120.

Liberty, WOL 166-173; and patriotism, USE 2.

Libnah, god of, and Book of Abraham, NEP 22:95; and Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 25.

Libraries, ancient, and ancient writings, EAC; satire on, SHA.

Life, purpose of, INT xix; purposes and priorities, OUG 6.

Light, and creation, APO 6; environment, BYF 6; in apocrypha, RED 27.

Light and darkness, in Egyptian ritual, MES 157

Linen, in sacred vestments, SAC 18.

Linn, William Alexander, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 113.

Lion couch, and rites, de passage, NEP 20:101; and sacrifice of Isaac, NEP 27:91; and Sarah, NEP 28:80; scenes and Abraham, NEP 17:89.

Lions, and Facsimile No. 1, NEP 20:103; and lotus flower, NEP 22:91.

LITERALISM, and neo-orthodoxy, NED 11; and the scriptures, CONF 1; in eschatology, WOL 263; in modern Christianity, WOL 181.

Literary freedom, in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 99.

Literary quality, and Book of Mormon, POR 9.

Literary standards, among the Arabs, APP 231.

Literature, anti-Mormon, HOD; Book of Mormon, BMT 276.

LITURGICAL COLORS, history, SAC 2.

Liturgies, and rituals, WOL 137.

Lives of the prophets, SIN 45.

Logia, or aphorisms, of Jesus (sayings), SIN 74, SIN 34(m1); and patterns followed, SIN 93; Jesus' childhood, EAA 36.

Lord's prayer, relationship to prayer circle, BAR 50.

Lotus flower, and Book of Mormon, NEP 22:89; as symbol in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 143; Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 21.

Louvre Papyrus No. 3279, and Book of Breathings, MES 65.

Louvre Papyrus No. 3284, and Book of Breathings, MES 57.

Love, according to Brigham Young, BY II:8; and politics, IN 9; and wealth, WOK 9.

Loyalty, in Western heritage, UNS 631.

Lucifer, the Son of the Morning, and hours, NEP 21:77.

Ludi, in Slavic games, ROM 132; Roman festivals, ROM 10.

Ludi sanctuaries, Roman feasts, ROM 56.

Luminous stones, in Ether, APP 295.
Luther, Martin, and the Reformation, WOL 112; influence by St. Augustine, WOL 74.

Lythgoe, Albert M., and Pearl of Great Price, NEP 8:54.

Maat (Egyptian goddess), and Egyptian temples, MES 115; and Book of Breathings, MES 8; identified with Queen Mother Hathor, ABR 136; lady in Egyptian ritual, MES 148.

Macbeth, and man and woman, PAM 56.

Mace, Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 7.

Mace, Arthur C., and Pearl of Great Price, NEP 8:54.

Machine translation, and human translation, SIN 164.

Machines, and man, BRE 6; work, PHI.

Magic, in a Sophic society, SOP 58.

Magical objects, divine power, ANC 48.

Magur boat, and the boats of the Jareditea, THR 567; compared to Jaredite ships, STR 138.

Mahaffey, J. E., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 40, 102.

Mahan Principle, HOF 39.


Mahrackrah, god of, and Book of Abraham, NEP 22:87.

Mahujah-Mahijah, and Enoch, CUW 157.

Male vs. female image, in Egypt, ABR 179.

Malloux, Andre, science fiction, SCI 13.

Man, and animals, BEF 2; and the meaning of life, BEF 2; as an archetype, PAM 44; fate and fortune, according to the Greeks, WOL 1.

Manasseh, and Ephraim, SIN 224; significance of, APP 58.

Mandaean writinga, and the city of Zion, STT 12:83; and the Logia, SIN 34(ml).

Mandaens, and ancient Israel, ISR 20; and temple rites, MES 267; and the Book of Mormon, SIN 306.

Manifestation, compared to revelation, WOL 82.

Manna, and wealth, WOK 7.

Mannerisms, in education, BRE 13.

Manti Temple, MEA 11.

Mantic, and Sophic, CON 19; vs. Sophic thought, SIN 271; thought, PAT.

"Manual of Discipline," and Qumran Community, APP 157; and the endowment, MES 255.

Manuscript discoveries, map and charts, SIN 53.

Marcionites, baptism for the dead, BAP 109.

Mari, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Mark of Cain, and the curse, ABR 216.

Marriage, according to Gospel of Philip, MES 285; and Ann Eliza Young, SDU 182; in Egyptian ritual, MES 174; procession, Roman, ROM 191-209.

Marsh, Thomas B., and the Danites, SDU 224.

Martin, Walter R., Joseph Smith and peep-stones, MYM 125; opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 55.

Martyrdom, comparisons, Joseph Smith and Christ, WOL 157; and the apostasy, PAS 138.

Martyrs, WOL 157-165; baptism for the dead, BAP 183.

Mary, mother of Jesus, prayer circles, EAR 45.

Masking, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 131.

Masoretic Text, changes, WAY 107.

Material possessions, SEE Wealth.

Materialism, and Joseph Smith, according to Brodie, NOM 43.

Maternal embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.

Matriarchal authority, in Early Egypt, ABR 153.

Matriarchal cultures, PAM 48.

Matriarchal Queen Bee, ABR 235.

Matriarchy, and patriarchy, PAM; vs. patriarchy, in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 133.

Matheroni, name in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 23.

Matter, and creation, MEA 5; in the apocrypha, APO 5.

Mayans, origin of, BMA 1.

McKenna, Richard, on science, SCI 1.

McKune, H., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 36.

Meadows of Grasshoppers, in Book of Breathings, MES 103.

Meadows of Rest, in Book of Breathings, MES 102.

Meals, common, in Roman feasts, ROM 91.

Mecca, Feasts, ROM 48; games and contests, ROM 136.

Medium, vs. message, SCI 7.

Melchizedek, and Noah, ENF 8; and Zadok, ISR 32.

Memories, weak, about Joseph Smith, MYM 33.

Memphite theology, and ancient Israel, ISR 14.


Meretrices, in Roman marriage processions, ROM 198.

Merit, pre-existentism, WOL 209.

Mesoamerica, archaeology, FRE, ANC 47; origins, BMA.

Mesopotamia, and ancient Israel, ISR 12.

Message, vs. medium, SCI 7.

Messenger bird, and the Book of Mormon, NEP 21:76.
Messengers, SEE Angels.

Messiah, in apocrypha and Book of Mormon, APP 171.

Metallic plates, and Book of Mormon, APP 18-24; JES 3; and Lachish letters, DAR 3; and Qumran, QUM 194; and the scriptures, RED 7; and the time of Lehi, LEH 119; in the ancient world, LEH 707
(IE Sept. 1950).

Metals, in the New World, APP 385.

Metaphors, in the Book of Mormon, RED 11.

Metatron, applied to Enoch, ENF 1.

Meteorology, and creation, BEF 4; compared to archaeology, ARC 1.

Methusaleh, and Enoch, ENF 5.

Meursius (Jan van Meurs), Joseph Scaliger, NEL 294.

Mexico, origins, BMA 2.

Meyer, Eduard, Brodie's scholarship, SPA 17; comparison of Mohammed and Joseph Smith, EDM 1; Joseph Smith Papryi, ONT 7; on Mormonism, NEP 7:51, NOD 41, WOL 18; qualifications, NEP VII 51.

Meyers, Merlin, and evidence for Book of Mormon, INTR 38.

MHWY, in Dead Sea Scrolls, CUW 156.

Migration, and bees of Egypt, ABR 228; and the epic milieu, THR 32; and the state, TEN 601; Jaredites and Asiatice compared, LEH 182; in Book of Mormon, APP 344; Mesoamerica, BMA 3.

Migration drama, and founding of Egypt, ABR 170.

Milkhamah (Battle Scroll), of the Dead Sea Scrolls, APP 182.

Military history, and Book of Mormon, SIN 328.

Military practices, in Book of Mormon, SIN 273.

Mination, in Book of Mormon names, APP 248.

Min of Coptos, ancestor of all the pharaohs, ABR 198; and the honeybee, ABR 225.

Mines, and child labor, WOK 21.

Ministry of Jesus Christ, SEE Jesus Christ--Ministry.

Minoan Script B, and Michael Ventris, MES 53.

Minsky, machines that think, SCI 13.

Miracles, WOL 123-132; and Peter, PET 28; as credentials, WOL 127; as signs in early Christianity, WOL 123.

Missionaries, training of, according to Brigham Young, EDU 71.

Missionary work, philosophy of, NIS 10.

Mobs, and acclamation, ACC.

Mock trial of Joseph Smith (in absentia), WYM.

Model, true church, WOL 226.

Models, scientific method, ARC 5.

Mohammed, and Joseph Smith, ISL 56; and prophecta, STI 338; and Qumran traditions, QUM 177; compared with Joseph Smith, WOL 19, EDM 1.

Monetary system, and authenticity of Book of Mormon, How 29.

Money, SEE Wealth.

Money-digging, and Joseph Smith, MYM 91.

Monsters, in Egyptian ritual, MES 219.

Montanism, gift of prophecy, WOL 225.

Montgomery, M. W., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 113, 128.

Moon, and transparent stones, THR 632.

Mormon, and the Gadianton Wars, SIN 368.

Mormonism, according to Eduard Meyer, NEP 7:51; accusations in mock trial, MYM; and Islam, EDM 1, ISL; and the antagonism of Christianity, MIX 412; and the Constitution, USE 15; and the Manti tradition, MES 53; as a frontier religion, MIX 591; compared to early Christianity, EDM 5; in anti-Mormon writings, SOU 95.

Mormons, as Christians, WOL 40.

Moroni, advice to people in the latter days, GIF 2; and Amalickiah, FRE 2; and equality, FRE 10; and Paul, PAUL; and the Title of Liberty, APP 178; Bar Kochba, BAR 120; letters to Pahoran, SIN 359; military career of, SIN 330; Nephite and Jaredite name, LEH 245.

Mortuary rituals, and initiatory rituals, MES 7.

Moses, and male and female, PAM 53; and the law, WOK 6; revelations to, STT 1:78; temptation by Satan, STT 7:178.

Moses I, and dispensations, TOO 2; compared to Apocalypse of Abraham, STT 7:76; compared to Combat of Adam, STT 7:80.

Mount of Transfiguration, SEE Transfiguration, Mount of.

Mount Sinai, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Mountain Meadows Massacre, and the Danites, SOU 243; in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 124.

Mountains, desecration of, HDF 35, 36.

Mourning customs, according to Brigham Young, BRT 2; and Lehi in the desert, APP 215.

Mulek (the city of), and Moroni's army, SIN 350.

Mulekites, and the Jaredites, LEH 244; and the Lachish Letters, JES 15, LAC 54.

Mumming, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 131.

Munera, in Roman hospitality, ROM 95.

Muses, and the temple, MEA 8.

Music, modern, and aesthetics, LET 103.
Music, of the spheres, relationship to prayer circles, EAR 49, 61.

MX missiles, HOF 37.

Mysteries, and concealment of gospel teachings, SIN 108; and Enoch, STT 8:77; and the apostasy, QUE 4; and the temple, MEA 10; history of the, SDP 9; science; WOL 249, universal theme of, MES 65.

Mystery cult, and the founding of Egypt, ABR 160.

Mysticism, WOL 89-97; compared to revelation, WOL 89-97.

Mythology, and ancient Israel, ISR 29; and eschatology, WAY 902; on male and female, PAM 52.

Mythology, Greek, and Egyptian, NEP 25:116.

Myths, and Abraham, NEP 16:71; and founding of Egypt, ABR 160; and the scriptures, MYT.

Nag Hammadi Codices, discovery, SIN 57b, 63; relationship to early Christian church, EAC; relationship to Jesus Christ, SIN 199.

Names, and authenticity of the Book of Mormon, HMW 30; and Egyptian temple parallels, MES 120; given by Lahi, APP 63; in Book of Mormon, BMN 113; parallels with the East, NED 309; in Lachish Letters and Book of Mormon, SDV 5a, JES, DAR 5; in old world and new world, LEH 27-36; in the desert, LEH 86; Jaredite and Nephitite, LEH 243; prayer circles, EAR 68.

Names, Hebrew, Book of Mormon and Lachish Letters, LAC 51.

Names, proper, in the Book of Mormon, APP 242.

Nagada II civilization, relationship to Egypt, ABR 222.

Narrow-mindedness, true church, WOL 232.

Natal embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.

Nationalism, absence in Book of Mormon, APP 28.

Nationalities, and names in the Book of Mormon, APP 246.

Nationa, seven divisions, APP 388.

Natural catastrophes, in Book of Enoch, STT 9:71.

Natural resources, environment, BYF 5.

Natural selection, and science, PAT 13.

Naturalism, vs. supernaturalism, CON 19.

Nature, and the Second Law of Thermodynamics, MEA 1; and the supernatural, WOL 116; creation, BYF 2; man's dominion over, MAN 24.

Nature of God, comprehensibility, WOL 51.

Nauvoo, Illinois, prophetic plans for, WOL 215.

Navigation, and purification, MES 101.

Nawelle, Edward, symbolism of the lotus, ONT 22.

Nazis, compared to Zoramites, SIN 332.

Near East, and Israel, ISR; cultural, NEA.

Neche's canal, in I Nephi, LEH 93.

Necromancy, and Joseph Smith, MYM 91.


Nefertum, in Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 22.

Negative confession, in Egyptian ritual, MES 218.

Negroes, SEE Blacks.

Nehor, and intellectual pride in Book of Mormon, APP 303.

Neith of Sais, and the bee symbol, ABR 227.

Nelson, Dee Jay, Joseph Smith Papyri, GET 247.

Neo-orthodoxy, and eschatology, ESC; trend to litera-


äm, NEO 11.

Neoplatonism, and Christian theology, WOL 91.

1 Nephi 1-18, LEH.

3 Nephi, and 40-day literature, CHI 20.

Nephi, and the New Testament, SIN 26; Egyptian writing, LEH 102(IE Feb, 1950); preserver of religions tradition, APP 135; slaying of Laban, APP 96.

Nephi, son of Lahi, childhood, BYO 84, 85; use of Hebrew and Egyptian languages, LEH 17.


Nephite culture, nature of, APP 336.

Nephite disease, NIS 5; and world politics today, PRO 12; cure, SIN 429; danger signs, SIN 390.

Nephite and Lamanite, SIN 375, FRE.

Nephites at war with Zoramites and Lamanites, SIN 330; destruction of, LEH 240; wars against the Lamanites, PRO 1.

Neptunalia, Roman festivals, ROM 42.

New name, in Roman festivals, SPA 539.

New Testament, and Biblical traditions, REL 2; and Book of Mormon parallels, SIN 120(mil); and Nephi, SIN 26; and Peter, PET 8; and the Book of Enoch, STT 62(IV); and the Dead Sea Scrolls, APP 148, SIN 305; and the scrolls of Judah and Joseph, APP 282; new discoveries, NED 4.

New Year, as ritual, HIE 226; in Roman festivals, ROM 15, 132; in Roman politics, SPA 517; old and new world, APP 256.

New Year's celebration, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 118.

New Year's rites, old and new world, APP 256.

Newman, John Henry, on primitive Christianity, WOL 197.

Newton, Sir Isaac, and science, BEF 7, WOL 247; and Sophism, PAT 37.

Nibley, Hugh, CON; interview, NIS; satire on, SHA.

Nicaea, Second Council of, minutes of, on prayer circles, EAR 41; SEE ALSO Council of Nicaea.

Nicene Creed, formulation, WOL 40.
Niebaur, Alexander, pronunciation of Hebrew, QNT 29.

Nielsen, Eve, Manti temple story, MEA 11.

Nielsen, F. Kent, and evidence for the Book of Mormon, INTR 37.

Nile River, at the founding of Egypt, ABR 165.

Nimrod, and Abraham, ABR 61; NEP 13:28; and sacred vestments, SAC 29; and the hierocentric state, MIE 238; as a pharaoh, NEP 16:70; in Ether, LEH 156; sacrifice of Abraham, QT 27; the hunter, ARR 338.

Nineveh, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Nippur, and the Jaredites, THR 514; manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Nippur boats, compared to Jaredite ships, STR 138.

Wir, and Noah, ENF 8.


No Man Knows My History, by Fawn Brodie, NDM.

Noah, and luminous stones, APP 296; and the flood, BEF 13; and the forbidden fruit, MES 176; and transparent stones, THR 630; as Enoch, ENF 3; drunkenness after the flood, ABR 155; prayer circles, EAR 54.

Noah's ark, Jaredite ships, STR 134.

Nomadism, and the Jaredites, THR 59; in the Book of Mormon, APP 113; in the hierocentric state, HIE 245.

Non-Mormon literature, HOT.

Northrop, Mr., Joseph Smith as a money-digger, MYM 181.

Nullus in verba, and scholarship, NEP 1:22.

Number, and rhetoric, HDH 447.

Numerology, and Irenaeus, IRE 22.

Nunation, in Book of Mormon names, APP 248.

Nut, sky-goddess in Egyptian religion, MES 84.

Nuzi, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Nuzi tablets, and the world of Abraham, ISR 17.

Oaths, according to Brigham Young, BY II:10; among desert peoples, LEH 118, 708 (IE Sept. 1950); and the Hittites, THR 712; Asiatic and Jaredite, LEH 196; in the epic milieu, THR 106; inviolability among the Semites, APP 110.

Obedience, and creation, BEF 16; in leadership, BRL 7.

Objective inquiry, and the Book of Abraham Facsimiles, FAC 51.

Objectivity, and anti-Mormon literature, APP 69.

Observation, and inductive reasoning, INTR 7.

Observatory, and temples, MES 151.

Odes of Solomon, and temple rites, MES 263.

Oedipus, and the Mantic, SOP 44.

Offices, ecclesiastical, WOL 218-225.

O'Hanlon, Father, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 50.

Old Testament, according to Charles Darwin, ARC 2; and ancient Israel, ISR 16; and eschatology, ESC; and the Jaredites, THR 710; and the sticks of Judah and Joseph, APP 282; current higher criticism, AGE 3; described by the Book of Mormon, SIN 22; destruction of texts, WAY 107; new discoveries, NEP 1; scholarship and Biblical tradition, REL; unity in, SIN 821(m).


Old world ritual, in the new world, APP 256.

Olduvai (Hopi village), and archaeology, BEF 5.

Olimiah, represented in Abraham Facsimile No. 1, ABR 220.

Olive culture, in the Book of Mormon, SIN 269, SIN 876(ml), RED 40.

Olive Tree, Parable, SEE Parable of the Olive Tree.

Olmecas, origin, BMA 1.

Olney, O. H., Joseph Smith and the stone-boxes, MYM 136.

Olympic games, ROM 149.

Open-mindedness, WOL 115-122; in science and religion, WOL 117.

"Opening of the Mouth" ceremony, and the Egyptian religion, MES 104.

Opposites, and temptation of Eve, PAM 48.

Oratory, and rhetoric, VIC 57.

Order, and entropy, MEA 2.

Order of prayer, prayer circles, EAR 63.

Ordinances, WOL 218-225; according to Cyril of Jerusalem, MES 279; according to Gospel of Philip, MES 284; and Abraham, NEP 26:59; and ritual, WOL 135; and sacred vestments, SAC 3; and the flood, BEF 9; and the Pistas Sophia, MES 277; and the restoration, HDF 31; and the third dimension, CON 22; as treasures in the heavens, TRE 79; Coptic, COP 1; in the apocrypha, APO 16, EXP 25; prayer circles, EAR 70; salvation of the dead, TWO 20; SEE ALSO Rituals.

Ordinations, and the apostasy, QUE 20.

Ores (metallic), in the new world, APP 385.

Organization (Church), WOL 218-225.

Oriental traditions, prayer circles, EAR 74.

Origen, as creator of the doctrinal theology of the church, WOL 68; education in Egypt, ABR 107; of prophets in the church, WOL 71; on mysticism, WOL 91; on the resurrection of the flesh, WOL 144; pre-existentialism, WOL 209.

Orpheus, and the tree of life, SIN 218.
Orphic-Dionysian traditions, prayer circles, EAR 64.

Osiris, and Horus, NRP 21:76; and Sobek, NRP 20:107; and the Book of Abraham, NRP 18:128, NRP 19:97; his place in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 123; in Egyptian games, ROM 144; in Egyptian religion, ISR 27; in the Book of Breathings, MES 77, 78, Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 99, ONT 9; name, in the Book of Breathings, MES 91; relationship to Re, MES 80.

"Other sheep," SEE Antichthonians.


Our Book of Mormon, by Sidney B. Sperry, review, OUB.

Ownership, marked arrow, ARR 330.

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, SIN 75.

Paanchi, as Egyptian name, APP 244, LEH 24; name in the Book of Mormon, INTR 36, LEH 24, RED 47.

Pacifism, in the Book of Mormon, FRE 10.

Pacumeni, name in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 24.

Paganism, and the apostasy of the church, PAS 143; origins of Easter, WOL 140.

Pahoran, letters to Moroni, SIN 359; Moroni's letter to, BAR 123; in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 24.

Paleontology, and creation, BEF 5.

Palestine, a melting pot, LEH 66 (IE Jan. 1950); cultural dependence on Egypt, APP 70.

Palestinian Talmud, and the Jaredites, STR 142.

Panegyrics, ROM 25-55.

Palmer, L. R., defense of Michael Ventris, MES 53.

Panegyrics, and Roman loyalty, UNS 653; as a ritual, HIE 226.

Papyri, Joseph Smith, SEE Joseph Smith Papyri.

Papyrus, as an Egyptian symbol, NRP 22:90.

Parable, the House that Jack Built, SOU 82; of the Olive Tree, SIN 319.

Paradigmatic pattern, and the Book of Abraham, ABR 60.

Paradigms, dangers of, BRE 11.

Paradoxes, and politics, IN 19.

Parallels, and Brodie's scholarship, SPA 15; and the Book of Mormon, MIX 533; Book of Mormon and the east, BM 115; cultural, ROM II; Joseph Smith and the Mount of Transfiguration, WOL 212.

Pariah, Warren, and Egypt alphabet and grammar, MEN 376.


Participation, and creation, BEF 17.

Pasha (Arab), compared to Laban, APP 104.

Paternal embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.

Patriarchal authority, abuse of, PAM 50.

Patriarchal Blessing (a Q patr), and the Book of Mormon, SIN 222.

Patriarchal cultures, PAM 49.

Patriarchal history, and ancient Israel, ISR 12.

Patriarchal order, and ancient Israel, ISR 16.

Patriarchs, and archaeological research, SIN 56.

Patriarchy vs. matriarchy, PAM; in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 133.

Patriotism, in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 132; stereotypes, USE 5; uses and abuses, USE.

Patrologia, interpretation of scripture, WOL 187.

Pattengill, Rev. C. N., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 55.

Patternism, old world and new world, APP 256.

Paul, and Moroni, PAU; and Peter, PET 3; and politics, IN 1; on baptism for the dead, BAP 91; originality of his writings, SIN 128.

Peace, and war, IFT, REN, SUB; formula for, JEU; worldliness, WOL 174.

The pearl, and temple rites, MES 267.

The Pearl of Great Price, NRP; and Egyptology, PEA 3; and Enoch, STT 1178; and the Book of Enoch, STT 6167; Facsimile No. 1, NRP 4168, NRP 9166; SEE ALSO Joseph Smith Papyri.

Pearsall, Miss, Joseph Smith and papyrus, MYM 140.

Peck, Reed, Joseph Smith and the stone boxes, MYM 136.

Peeptones, and Joseph Smith, MYM 116.

Perception, and free agency, ZEA 102.

Peregrus, on the mind of man, NOB 2.

Perfection, government according to, BRS 11; and Irenaeus, IRE 24; and the Manual of Discipline, MES 255; prophets, PRO 176.

Persecution, according to Brigham Young, BY.

Persia, festivals, ROM 18.

Persian, feasts, ROM 73; games, ROM 142.

Persians, and ancient Israel, ISR 19; in apocryphal literature, SIN 228.

Perspective, academic professions, NOB 1; and eschatology, NIS 2; and kitsch, MOB 15.

Persuasion, and rhetoric, VIC 58.

Peter, and Simon Magus, WOL 166, SCI 20; in the first dispensation, PET; salvation of the dead, BAP 78.

Peter, the apostle, on revelations, WOL 25; on proving the prophets, WOL 11.

Petosiris Inscriptions, and the Book of Breathings, MES 66.

Petrie, Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 7.

Petrie, W. M. Flinders, qualifications, NEP 7:50.

Petrine question, and the apostasy, QEE 17.

Pharaoh, and Abraham, ABR 61; ITT 9; PAM 52; PET 21; and Sarah, NEP 28:79; and temples, MEA 9; and the origins of Egypt, THR 244; Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 20.

Pharaoh, god of, and the Book of Abraham, NEP 22:89.

Pharaoh, and Abraham, NEP 16:69; and their glory, ABR 190.


Philistines, and ancient Israel, ISR 17.

Philos, and mysticism, WOL 90.

Philological considerations, Book of Mormon, SIN 155.

Philology, in the study of the Book of Mormon, NEB 308.

Philosophers, WOL 30-39; approach to life, APP 386; definitions of God, GOD.

Philosophical disputations, prophetic utterances, WOL 9.

Philosophy, and Christianity, CONF 2; and Judaism, CONF 1; and prophets, SIN 416; and rhetoric, VIC 58; and true religion, WOL 30; as revelation, WOL 68; as substitute for gospel, QEE 10; in early Christianity, WOL 63; objections by Christians, WOL 37; origin of, PAT 2; modern religion, WOL 204.

Phoenixians, and ancient Israel, ISR 18.

Phoenix-bird, and the Ba (spirit), MES 83.


Picture writing, and alphabets, GEN 41.

Piety, conventional/worldliness, WOL 175.

Pilgrimages, Roman games, ROM 32; to Jerusalem, JER 1571, JEU 3.

Pilgrims, and the ancient state, TEN 625.


Piltdown man hoax, and the authority of science, WOL 119.

Pioneers, Mormon, and Israel, WOL 214.

Pistis Sophia, and light, APO 6; and the temple endowment, MES 273.

Plan of life, WOL 204-210.

Plan of salvation, and politics, BEY 3; and treasures in the heavens, TRE 76; in ancient documents, SIN 214; in apocryphal works, EXP 12.

Planets, and cosmology, BEF 19.

Plant of life, and transparent stones, THR 631.

Plates, SEE Metallic Plates.

Plato, and Athens, PLA 2; and revelation, PLA 7; and the learning of Egypt, ABR 106; and the Mantic, PAT 39.

Plural marriage, accounts of anti-Mormon writers, SDU 13; and Joseph Smith, according to Brodie, NOM 37.

Plurality of gods, in the apocrypha, APO 13.

Plurality of worlds, TRE 81; in the apocrypha, APO 15; in the Book of Enoch, STT 85 (X1).

Poem, "Of Birthdays," OFB.

Poetic license, in anti-Mormon literature, SDU 102.

Poetry, and the temple, MEA 8; definitions, LAR; epic and heroic, WOL 194; epic and the Jaredites, THR 32; in the Book of Mormon, LEH 105; in the desert, APP 233, LEH 99.

Points-of-view, SEE Viewpoints.

Polarization, in life styles, PRO; Nephites and Lamanites, SIN 375.

Politics, BEY; according to Brigham Young, BRV 4; and Latter-day Saints, IN; and Moroni, SIN 359; and the establishment of Zion, BEY 21; and the gospel, NIS 6; and the second coming, INT 279; in Jerusalem at the time of Luni, APP 79; nomad, MHE 226.

Pollution, HDF 34; and the environment, BYE 5; earth, BYF 2.

Polygamy, SEE Plural Marriage.

Pompa, in Roman games, ROM 158.

Popper, Karl, and the inductive method, INTR 3; philosophy of science, WOL 249.

Portraiture, and temples, MEA 9.

Potipher's Hill, and Abraham, NEP 15:76.

Poverty, va. wealth, WOK 20.

Power, and acclamation, ACC; and polarization, PRO 9; divine, and temples, ANC 48; in the Book of Mormon, SIN 398.

Practical education, va. specialization, BRE 7.

Practical knowledge, and education, MOB 8.

Practical living, and knowledge, BRE 5.

Pratt, Parley P., and Book of Enoch, STT 75.

Prayer, SEE ALSO Order of Prayer.

Prayer circles, ancient, EAR 41ff, QUM 186, MES 282; examples from Coptic, EAR 75; in temples, MEA 7; in the apocrypha, APO 24.

Preachers, WOL 15-22.

Preaching, and rhetoric in the early church, WOL 102; to the dead, SEE Kerygma.

Pre-existence, according to ancient writings, TRE 78; and protohistory, NIS 4; and the ancient writings, EAC 17; in the apocrypha, APO 20; plan of life, WOL 207.
Prejudice, and open-mindedness, WOL 117; racial, in Egypt, ABR 218.

Pride, in the Book of Mormon, APP 301.

Priestcraft, ancient temples, ANC 49; and Lehi, LEH 21; parallels in old world and new world, BMM 116.

Priesthood, a burden, NIS 5; abuse of, ITT 22; and Abraham, NEP 26:64; and Melchizedek, ENF 9; and Nimrod, LEH 160; and Peter, PET 20; and sacred vestments, SAC 5; and the restoration, HDF 31; power, BES 75.

Priesthood authority, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 133.

Priesthood lineage, and the curse of Ham, ABR 189.

Priestly judges, in Book of Mormon and Egypt, LEH 20.

Primitive Christianity, and gnosticism, SIN 77; and the Dead Sea Scrolls, APP 143; compared to Mormonism, EDM 5; history, SIN 96; tradition, WOL 201.

Primitive church, and apostasy, WAY 708; in Egypt, SIN 69.

Priorities, work and wealth, GIF 12.

Prisoners of war, and the Nephites, SIN 356.

Prisons, in Jaredite and Central Asian civilization, LEH 203.

Private property, definition of, WOK 9.

Procreation, plan of life, WOL 206.

Probation, and wealth, WOK 5; in Book of Mormon, RED 14.

Probation, doctrine of, in apocalypse and Book of Mormon, APP 172.

"Procrustean" heroes, and Abraham, NEP 25:116.

Professionalism, vs. amateurism, DAY 42.

Professions, perspective, NOB 1.

Programming, vs. free agency, SCI 13.

Progress, and the environment, BYE 13.

Progression, SEE Eternal Progression.

Prometheus, and the Enoch traditions, ENF 27.

Promised land, WOL 211-217.

Promises, to Nephites and Lamanites, SIN 427.

Proof texts, in Biblical exegesis, SIN 134.

Propaganda, used in instilling loyalty, UNS 631.

Proper names, in Book of Mormon, APP 242, SIN 192, SIN 33(m 11).

Property, and wealth, WOK 9.

Property marking, cylinder seal, ARR 338.

Prophecies, from Book of Mormon, PRO.

Prophecy, WOL 197-203; and Peter, PET 15; and the restoration, HDF 33; cannot be taught, WOL 23; pared to Revelation, WOL 105; from the Book of Mormon, GIF; historical parallels, WOL 211; in Christian churches today, WOL 267; in the Book of Mormon, SIN 410; spirit vs. office, WOL 225.

Prophets, WOL 8-14; according to Justin Martyr and Origen, WOL 3; and archaeological proofs, ARC 6, CNE 99, CNE 109; and mysticism, WOL 94; and politics, IN 6; and reformation, WOL 111; as having authority, WOL 7, WOL 18; as reliable witnesses, WOL 8; Forgotten, SIN 699(mI); forgotten, in ancient history, SIN 311; Hebrew and Egyptian, ISR 14; in I Nephi and the Lachish letters, DAR 7; Joseph Smith and Mohammed compared, STI 338; Joseph Smith as an example, EDM 2; living compared to dead, WOL 5; martyrdom, WOL 161; Mohammed and Joseph Smith, ISL 57; not scholars, WOL 24; perfection, PRO 176; to be tested for authenticity, WOL 11.

Prosperity, and crime in Book of Mormon, APP 325; from Roman feasts, ROM 56; vs. wealth, SIN 391.

Protection, from sacred vestments, SAC 23; in the Book of Breathings, MES 186.

Protestantism, on revelation in scriptures, WOL 253.

Protology, and eschatology, NIS 4.

Pseudodionysius, and Christian mysticism, WOL 92.

Psychokinesis, and temples, MEA 6.

Psychology, Brodie's treatment of Joseph Smith, NOM .

Psychostasy, in Egyptian ritual, MES 225.

Ptah, in Egyptian religion, MES 151.

Public cults, Roman festivals, ROM 27.

Public speaking, and rhetoric, VIC 57.

Publication, in graduate school, WRI.

"Publish or perish," vs. true scholarship, NOB 7.

Publishing, INT xxv.

Punctuation, Book of Mormon, LIA 89.

Purification, according to Cyril of Jerusalem, MES 280; according to Gospel of Philip, MES 284; in the Pistis Sophia, MES 274.

Purification rites, and the Book of Breathings, MES 91.

Purity, in the environment, BYE 4.

Purple, W. D., Joseph Smith and the peepstones, MYM 143.

Pylas, manuscript discovery, SIN 53a.

Pyramid Texts, and the Book of the Dead, NEP 8:60; and the epic milieu, THR 151; and the Jaredites, THR 509; and the Joseph Smith Papyri, MES 6; categories, MES xii.

Pyramids, and Book of Mormon, NEB 450; relationship to temples, MES 154.

Pyrophilus, luminous stones, APP 296.

Qara Mountains, and Lehi, LEH 124.
Qasid, Arabic poetry of the desert, LEH 519 (IE June 1950).

Qasidah, poetry of the desert, APP 236.


Queen Mother, in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 134.

Quellenlieder, and Lehi in the desert, APP 233; in I Neph, LEH 99.

Quetzalcoatli, and Mesoamerican archaeology, BMA 6.

Quincy, Josiah, description of Joseph Smith, MYM 224; on Joseph Smith, NOM 53.

Quimran, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, SIN 1035(m); and the Koran, QUM; and the Waters of Mormon, APP 156.

Quimran Community, and Book of Mormon religious societies, APP 120; and Book of Mormon society, SIN 297; and the Dead Sea Scrolls, DEA 234; compared to Book of Mormon, EDM 4; compared to Doctrine and Covenants, EDM 7; manuscript discovery, SIN 53a, 60.

Qu'ran (Koran), ISL 56, 58; and Quimran traditions, QUM; and the Book of Mormon, MIX 530; destruction of texts, WAY 153; sermonizing in, NOM 26.

Rabbi Ishmael, prayer circles, EAR 65.

Race, in Mesoamerica, BMA 3; renewal, and festivals, ROM 2.

Race question, and the Book of Mormon, SIN 246.

Racial prejudice, lack of in Egypt, ABR 218.

Racism, and Mormonism, NIS 5.

Radicalism, and politics, IN 16.

Rafael, STT, 5:61, Ensign (April, 1976).

Rainbows, and relativity, BEF 13.

Ram and reed, and Jared, SIN 308.

Ramesseum drama, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 128, 173.

Rameumptum, origin of name, SIN 34(m II); parallels in ancient writings, SIN 275.

Random processes, and creation, WOK 2.

al"Raqim" accounts, and Quimran traditions, QUM 181.

Ras Shamra, and ancient Israel, ISR 9; fragments, SIN 52, 54; games, ROM 132.

Re (Egyptian god), and crocodiles, NEP 20:106; and the founding of Egypt, ABR 149; in Egyptian religion, ISR 27; MES 133; relationship to Qalzis, MES 80; the sun god in Egyptian religion, MES 79.

Real estate, HOF 35.

Reality, and kitsch, MOB 15; and the third dimension, CON 22, HOF 32; death, WOL 151; revelation, NOB 2.

Record-keeping, and ancient writings, STT 4:65; and the bronze plates of Laban, APP 93; as cornerstones of civilization, STT 5:60; at the time of Lehi, LEH 119.

Records, and the Book of Abraham, ABR 92; interpretation of, INTR 1; transmission of, STT 6:64.

Red, used in Roman games, ROM 166.

Red Sea, in I Neph, LEH 88.

Reformation, and the prophets, WOL 107-114; compared to restoration, WOL 110; doctrines of councils untouched, WOL 47; vs. restoration, EAC 17.

Reformed Egyptian, and the Book of Mormon, BRS 4; and the Lachish letters, DAR 4; as demotic, RED 7.

Reformers, WOL 107-114.

Regimentation, in leadership, BRL 5.

Rekhabites, and desert sectaries, DAR 9; and the Lachish letters, JES 9, LAC 52; contemporaries of Lehi, APP 55; traditions, CUW 165.

Relativity, and point of view, BEF 13.

Religion and science, SEE Science and Religion.

Religion, conflict with History, DOR 22; eschatology, WOL 250; overall patterns in history, ARC 5.

Religious activity, and ritual, WOL 133.

Religious societies, in Book of Mormon, APP 120.

Religious tradition, preservation by Nephi, APP 135.

Repentance, and polarization, PRO 3; and the last days, BEY 19; and the Two Ways, PRO 13; compared to reformation, WOL 110; in the Plistis Sophia, MES 276.

Research, in graduate school, WRI.

Restoration, and Peter, PET 6; and politics, IN 15; prophetic possibilities, WAY 650; sesquicentennial anniversary, HDF 29; transfiguration, BAP 836; vs. reformation, EAC 17.

Restoration (of all things), and Christianity, EAC 19; and the temple, MEA 9.

Restraint, SEE Self-Control.

Resurrection, and Easter, EAS 215; and the 40 day interval, EVA; Egyptian theology, NEP 18:130; doctrine following, BAP 24; in ancient writings, EAC 12; in the apocrypha, APA 17; in the Book of Breathings, MES 78; in the Egyptian religion, MES 79; motif of the sacrifice of Isaac, NEP 27:88; of the flesh, WOL 144; reality of, WOL 142; rites of, and the bee, ABR 233; teachings of Jesus Christ, SIN 198.

Reticence, in teaching the gospel, SIN 104.

Reuchlin, Johann, and the Book of Enoch, STT 1:82.

Revelation, WOL 1-7, WOL 81-88, WOL 98-106; according to Christian churches, NED 10; according to Fawn Brodie, NOM 21; according to Justin Martyr, WOL 3; according to modern ministers, WOL 260; according to Origen, a prophetic gift, WOL 4; and Columbus, COL 319; and gnosticism, SIN 82; and government, BRS 9; and inductive reasoning, INTR 20; and Ireneaeus, IRE 17; and knowledge, ZEA 108; and ordinances, WOL 139; and Plato, PLA 7; and rhetoric, WOL 98-106; and scriptures and tradition, WOL 183; and the authority of the Book of Mormon, NOM 34; and the Book of Abraham, JUL 6; and the restoration, HDF 31; and the Sophic, SOP 65; and
translation of the Book of Abraham, NEP 3:17; applied to science and art, ARC 11; as Greek religious philosophy, WOL 68; Blacks and the priesthood, BES 73; compared to mysticism, WOL 89-97; compared to prophecy, WOL 105; concerning cosmology, ARC 7; connection with trials, NIS 5; in study of the scriptures, SIN 36; in the apocrypha and Book of Mormon, APP 169; Joseph Smith and Mohammed compared, EDM 3; means of a testimony, WOL 24; modern religion, WOL 203; process of obtaining, PHA 100; Protestant and Catholic, WOL 253; scriptures, WOL 190; substitutes for, WOL 81-88; tradition, WOL 197; universities, NOB 2; use in scholarship, PRO 173; used in Book of Abraham translation, AST 72; vs. education, SOU 97; vs. translation, MES 50.

Revelation, continuing, WOL 259; and Book of Mormon, MIX 185.

Revivals, and Book of Mormon, MIX 590.

Rhetoric, WOL 98-106; and decline of civilization, VIC 57; and education, MOH 441; and revelation, WOL 98-106; and Roman loyalty, UNS 652; and the apostasy of the church, PAS 145; in anti-Mormon literature, HOT 33; in writing anti-Mormon literature, SOU 81.

Richards, Willard, and the Egyptian alphabet and grammar, MEN 388.

Riches, SEE Wealth.

Rigdon, Sidney, and the Danites, SOU 218.

Righteousness, according to Brigham Young, BY II:6; and wickedness, SIN 375; salvation of the dead, BAP 786.

Ring dance, similarities to prayer circles, EAR 48, 59.

Riplakish, in Ether and Central Asia, LEH 205.

Rites, year-end, Roman, ROM 1-24.

Rites and ordinances, TRE 79.

Rites de passage, and lion couches, NEP 20:101; and the Book of Brethrens, MES 100.

Ritual, and patterns of history, NEP 27:84; as history, ABR 56; in the Old Testament, AGE 6.

Ritual, old world, in the new world, APP 256.

Ritual combat, in Egyptian temples, MES 222.

Ritual cruise, in Egypt, ABR 178.

Ritual drama, in temples, IDE 232; man, the outcast, APP 123.

Ritual embraces, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.

Ritual meals, in Egyptian religion, MES 143; in Egyptian temples, MES 213.

Ritual scenes, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 116.

Ritual texts, effect on ancient historiography, ANW 80.

Ritual year drama, HIE 226; old and new world, APP 257.

Rituals, WOL 133-139; and the 40-day interval, EVA 16; Easter and Christmas, EAS 214; funerary, WHA; origins and traditions, WOL 134; same in temple, tomb and palace, ABR 125; SEE ALSO Ordinances.

Rivalry, between pharaoh and Abraham, ABR 77.

River journey, following arrival of Tefnut in Egypt, ABR 168.

Rivera, in I Nephi, LEH 91.

Roads, year-festivals, ROM 52.

Robber bands, among Jaredites and Central Asians, LEH 233.


Robota, in society, SCI 9.


Rod of Aaron, and the Stick of Judah, STI 124.

Rods of Identification, and the sticks of Judah and Joseph, APP 277, STI 124.

Roman Catholicism, foundation, WAY 604; unwritten traditions, SIN 120.

Roman festivals, Sappho, SPA 519.

Roman games, ROM 1-249.

Roman politics, sappho, SPA 515.

Romance, in anti-Mormon literature, SOU 157.

Romanitas, and Western civilization, UNS 633.

Rome, and acclamation, ACC 2; and loyalty, UNS 631; and temples, CHR; polarization of, PRO 5.

Round table, and marriage, PAM 56.

Royal embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 242.

Royal progress, and the ancient state, TEN 609.

Royalist coalitions, and the Nephites, SIN 359.

Rpt, substitute on the Egyptian throne, ABR 126.

Ruins, evidence for Book of Mormon, BMA; Mesoamerican, ANC 47; scarcity of in the new world, APP 370.

Rule, symbols of, ARR 340.

Rulers, in the hierocentric state, HIE 233.

Russian Orthodox Church, preservation of altar ring dances, EAR 48.

Rutherford, Ernest, as a scientist, SCI 2.

Sabbath day, APP 397(n.2).

Sacral society, in the Book of Mormon, APP 256.

Sacrament, and the Manual of Discipline, MES 259; in ancient writings, EAC 15; in apocryphal writings, SIN 201; in 3 Nephi and Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, CHI 31.

Sacramental meal, in Egyptian ritual, MES 143.

Sacramental prayer, CHI 32.
Sacraments, and Irenaeus, IRE 12.
Sacrifice, according to Gospel of Philip, MES 286; and ordinances, NEP 28:92; in Egyptian ritual, MES 213.
Sacrifice motif, in the Book of Abraham, ABR 46.
Sacrifices, Abraham and Isaac, NEP 27:84; and Abraham, NEP 25:117; games, ROM 34.
Sacrificial altar, Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 20.
Sacrificial rites, and Abraham, NEP 14:64.
Saeculum, Roman festival, ROM 1.
Sagas, and the Jaredeites, THR 819.
Sahagun, and the Jaredeites landing, LEH 268.
Satan, temptation of Adam and Eve, GIF 4.
Saint, Herbert, on Egyptian art, ONT 18.
Sais, Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 7.
Salome episode, among the Jaredeites, LEH 207.
Salt, and the Book of Breathings, MES 98.
Salvation, according to Brigham Young, BRS 14; universal, for the righteous, BAP 786.
Salvation for the dead, BAP; and Abraham, NEP 26:58; and death, TWO 205, WOL 153; SEE ALSO Baptism for the Dead.
Sam, name in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 21.
Samites, lack of, APP 388.
Samuel the Lamanite, and wine in Book of Mormon, APP 326.
Sarah, restoration of family, PAM 51; sacrifice of, NEP 28:79.
The Sarum, in Jerusalem, APP 79.
Sasanian traditions, veil of temple, EAR 67.
Satan, according to Brigham Young, BY 2; and Abraham, NEP 26:84; and Adam and Eve, MAN 28, PAM 45, PAM 48, TOO 15; and the council in heaven, EXP 18; and the gates of hell, BAP 788; and the sacrifice of Isaac, NEP 27:86; and wealth, WOK 4; as enemy of righteousness, BY 11:5; involvement in prayer circles, EAR 58; mission of, according to Brigham Young, BRT; temptation of Adam and Eve, STT 7:80; temptation of Moses, 7:80; with Adam and Eve, STT 8:73; SEE ALSO Lucifer.
Satire, education, HOD 440; on Brigham Young University, SHA; scholarships, BIR 120; writing and publication, WRI.
Saturnalia, in Roman festivals, SPA 530.
Sayce, Archibald Henry, qualifications, NEP 7:49.
Sayings of Jesus, SEE: Logia.
Scaliger, Joseph Justus, biography and works, NEL 291-295; names, NEL 294.
Scandinavia, games, ROM 29.
Scholars, WOL 23-29; and prophets, WOL 25.
Scholarship, INT xix; and ancient documents, WAY 231; and rhetoric, HOD 448; and service degrees, NOB 6; and the methods of Joseph Smith, MES 53; and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP 1/20; as open-ended discussion, ARC 4; caution and objectivity, ONT 33; in anti-Mormon literature, HOD 33, SOU 98; in graduate school, WRI; Joseph Smith Papyri, PRO 171; mythology and scripture, MYT 35; objectivity in, ONT 1; satire, BIR 120; viewpoints, ARC 11.
Scholasticism, and Christianity, SOD 60; modern religion, WOL 204.
School of the Prophets, vs. universities, NOB 8.
Schools, WOL 65-72.
Schweitzer, Ursula, on sacrificial altars, ONT 20.
Science, and Athena, Greece, PLA 3; and creation, BEF 2; and, early Christianity, WOL 115; and final truth, WOL 122; and inductive reasoning, INTR 4; and religion, SCI 4, PAT 1, SOM; and science fiction purity, SCI; and the future, GEN 38; eschatology, WOL 244; human element and creativity, WOL 246; its "authority," WOL 115; philosophy of, SOD 39; truth-seeking, ARC iii; vs. religion, ARC 2.
Science fiction, CON 25; and cosmology, APO 7; and religion, PAT 48; and the gospel, SCI; themes, SCI 14.
Scientific authority, SOM.
Scientific controversy, dialogue, ARC iii.
Scientific engineering, freedom of, ARC i.
Scientific method, and proof of Book of Mormon, SIN 420(mii); eschatology, WOL 252; proof, ARC v.
Scientists, and science fiction, SCI 1; evaluation today, SOM 4.
Scriptures, WOL 183-188; and authenticity of Book of Mormon, HOV 33; and Biblical traditions, REL 5; and Irenaeus, IRE 17; and myth, MTH; and synodes, WOL 44; and the apocrypha, RED 3; and the apostasy, QUE 14; and the message of the angels, GIF 2; Book of Mormon and Qu'ran compared, EDM 4; deeschatologizing of, CONF 1; infallibility, NEP 316; SIN 3; WOL 255; interpretation, GIF 2, IFT 54, WOL 185, WOL 192; new concept of, NED 8; revelation, WOL 190.
Scrolls, and the Stick of Judah, UNS 250.
Scythians, vs. Romans, UNS 634.
Sea trade, and Sidon, APP 74.
Seals, and baptism for the dead, WOL 155; in Roman hospitality, ROM 99.
Search for God, and the early church, WOL 48.
Second coming, according to Brigham Young, BRS 30; and politics, INT 279; and the anti-Christ, BAP 148; and the apostasy, PAS 132; as a literal return, WOL 180.
Second death, in Egyptian ritual, MES 205.
Second Law of Thermodynamics, MEA 1; and creation, BEF 30.

Secrecy, among ancient writings, STT 6:65; and power, PRO 9; and the Book of Breathings, MES 86; and the forty-day interval, EVA 8; concerning certain New Testament doctrines, BAP 788; in Christian literature, SIN 100; in early Christian writings, SIN 310(m3); in temples, IDE 234.

Secret combinations, and crime in Book of Mormon, APP 315; and Mesoamerican archaeology, BMA 6; in Book of Mormon, SIN 399.

Secrets of Enoch, STT 3:64.

Sectarians, and ancient Israel, ISR 24; and Mohammed, ISL 60.

Secular learning, and celestial learning, EDU 76.

Sed festival, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 118; and Book of Abraham, NEP 17:126.

Sedger position, Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 19.

Seixas, Joshua, and the Book of Abraham, ABR 41.

Sekhmet, companion of Horus the Hawk, ABR 176.

Self control, according to Brigham Young, BRL 12; and patriotism, USE 7.

Self discipline, according to Brigham Young, BY II:2.

Self education, Joseph Scaliger, NEL 293.

Self knowledge, and the gospel, NIS 1.

Self righteousness, according to Brigham Young, BY II:7.

Semitic culture, and ancient Israel, ISR 15.

Semitic festivals, ROM 67:216.

Semitic games, ROM 34; New Year's festival, ROM 132.

Semitic languages, ISR 6; Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 29.

Sensen papyrus, WHA 167; and the Book of Abraham, AST 96, NEP 29:82; PBA 100; and the Book of Breathings, MES 8; meaning of, MES 75.

Senses, and the Sophic, PAT 57.

Septuagint, Isaiah passages, SIN 131; writing of, WAY 107.

Serdabat al-khadim, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Serek Scroll, and Qumran Community, APP 157.

Serpent, in Egypt, THR 338; in Egyptian ritual, MES 177.

Service degrees, vs. true scholarship, NOB 6.

Sequicentennial anniversary, HOF.

Seth, primordial storm god, ABR 151, 163, 155.

Seven gates, in Egyptian ritual, MES 218.

Seven sins, in Egyptian ritual, MES 219.

"The Seven Sleepers of Ephesus" tradition, and Qumran Community, QUM 179.

Seven stars or wisemen, in the apocrypha, RED 19.

Seven wisemen, as contemporaries of Lehi, APP 44.

Sex, man and woman, Pam 57.

Shaphak stone, GEN 44, ISR 14, TRE 86; doctrine of the two ways, TRE 78; on council in heaven, EAP 5; use of, MES 71.

Shakespeare, William, and Lehi's poetry, APP 239; in Book of Mormon, NEL 246; on man and woman, Pam 51, 56.

Sheldon, H. C., Joseph Smith and Book of Mormon, MYM 159.

Shem, and sacred vestments, SAC 28.

Shem, and intellectual pride in Book of Mormon, APP 302.

Shershenevich, on meaning of words, WOL 115.

Shewbread, and the sacrament, EAC 15.

Shield of Achilles, compared to Apocalypse of Abraham, ABR 33.


Shinar, and Abraham, NEP 16:67.

Shining stones, SEE Transparent Stones.

Ship building, in I Neph and Ether, LEH 172.

Ships, in Book of Ether, STR; in Ether, APP 295.

Shiz, vs. Coriantumr, PRO 3.

Shook, Charles M., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 28.

Shu, and Tefnut, mission after the flood, ABR 151; consort for Tefnut, ABR 175; in Egyptian religion, MES 125.

Shulam, place in Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 146.

Sickness, and the Egyptian religion, MES 108.

Sidon, and sea trade, APP 74.

Siebel, George, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 108.

Sieberg, Glenn, on education, BRE 3.

Sign of the cross, COP 4.

Silk, among the Jaredites, LEH 216.

Simon Magus, and gospel teachings, SIN 101, 108; and Peter, PET 22, WOL 166.

Simpson, W. S., Joseph Smith and the stone boxes, MYM 132.

Sin, according to Brigham Young, BRS 25, BY II:6; and the atonement, WOL 235; and waste in the environment, BYE 15; in Egyptian ritual, MES 210.

Singing, in Roman games, ROM 185; relationship to prayer circles, EAR 49.
Sinuhe, compared to Abraham, ABR 58, 73.

Sippar, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Sirus, in Egyptian religion and in Book of Abraham, ABR 69.

Sitz im leben, tests of Book of Mormon, SIN 261.

Size, and rhetoric, HOH 447.

Slavic feasts, ROM 66.

Slavic games, ROM 30, 131.


Sleep, in Egyptian ritual, MES 147.

Slogena, Book of Mormon, BAR 119.

Smith, Emma, according to Brigham Young, NOM 53.

Smith, Ethan, View of the Hebrews, MIX 744.

Smith, Joseph, INT 213; according to Bishop F. S. Spalding, NEP II:17; according to Egyptologists, NEP 29:82; according to Fawn Brodie, NOM; account of first vision, BYF 1; and ancient writings, EAS 6, INT 130, GEN 39; and Athanasius Kircher, PRO 173; and authenticity of Book of Mormon, HOH 30; and Babylon, OUG 14; and baptism for the dead, BAP 214; and drunkenness, MYM 210; and Book of Abraham Facsimile I, NEP 19:100; and extra-canonical sources for Book of Abraham, and knowledge, ZEA 104; and methods of scholarship, MES 53; and methods of translation, MES 49; and Mohammed, ISL 56; and myth in the Book of Abraham, MYT 38; and patriotism, USE 2; and peepstones, MMY 116; and stone boxes, MYY 128; and the Book of Abraham Facsimiles, FAC 50, INT 1, ABR 2; and the Book of Enoch, STT 1:78; and the Danite, SQU 215; and the Egyptian alphabet and grammar, JUD 2; and the future, GEN 38; and the Greek Psalter mystery, MMY 193; and the meaning of life, BEF 16; and the resurrection of Jesus Christ, EAC 16; and the Stick of Joseph, STT 338; and translation of the Book of Abraham, MES 1; and writing of Moses 6 and 7, ENO 76; as "author" of Book of Mormon, MIX 346; as money-digger, MMY 91; as translator, NEP 3:18, ONT 1, PHA 99; authenticity of Book of Mormon, NEB 103, POR 6; authenticity of his writings, ABR 5; background for Book of Mormon, SIN 261; belief in revelation, WOL 258; charges of treason, BR 20; compared to Abraham, NEP 25:122; compared to Jesus Christ, WOL 18; compared to Mohammed, EDM 1, WOL 19; Egyptian Alphabet and Grammar, MEN 350; Egyptian papyri (SEE ALSO Joseph Smith Papyri), AST 70, MES, ONT 1; first vision, CEN; F1R; hated for testimony, WHZ 6, WOL 13; history before Adam, BEF 11; in anti-Mormon writings, SQU 84; Joseph Smith Papyri, GET 248; languages of transition, JUD 3; legacy of, INT 1; martyrdom, WOL 160; mock trial of, MYY 11; on politics, BET 7; on visions and revelations, NIS 5; pollution of the earth, BYF 3; process of translating Joseph Smith Papyri, GET 253; receipt of Joseph Smith Papyri from Chandler, MES 5; restoration of the church, HOH 30; revelation and work, PRO 176; revolutions, according to Fawn Brodie, NDM 21; sources for the Book of Abraham, ABR 41; translation of Book of Mormon, BMT 275; translation of names in Book of Mormon, LEH 32.

Smith, Joseph Fielding, on revelation, MES 73.

Smith, Lucy Mack, portrait and facsimile, AST 82, AST 84; ONT 17; and Book of Abraham Facsimile No. 1, NEP 9:78.

Snake, in Egyptian ritual, MES 177; in Ether, APP 293.


Sobek, and crocodile worship, NEP 20:106, ONT 21.

Social embrace, in Egyptian ritual, MES 241.

Society, as prophesied by Isaiah, GRE 193; in Mesoamerica, BMA 7.

Socrates, and education, PLA 5; and philosophy, WOL 39; and rhetoric, HOH 441, WOL 100; and Sophistry, SOP 44; on false prophets, WOL 231.

Sodom and Gomorrah, and Abraham, NEP 25:118.

Sokar, and Horus's arrival, ABR 170; in Egyptian ritual, MES 234.

Sokar-ship, in Egyptian ritual, MES 137.

Solar fluid, in Egyptian ritual, MES 250.

Solon of Athens, and Lehi in 600 B.C., LES 3; as contemporary of Lehi, APP 41; on the works of men, WOL 1.

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr, and world politics, PRO 11.

Son of Man, identity of, ENF 13.

"Sons of God," and Enoch, STT 8:75.

Sons of Light, in the apocrypha, APO 22.

Sophia Christi, APO 11-13.

Sophic and Mantic, CON 19, SIN 271.

Sophic thought, PAT.

Sophistry, and amateurs, DAY 42; and education, HOH; and Plato, PLA 4; and rhetoric, VIC 58; and true education, NOB 7; in the ancient world, SOP 37.

Soptu, Northeast corner of Egypt, Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 22.

Sorrow, and the atonement, WOL 237.

Soviet Union, vs. United States, PRO 8.

Sowing, in Roman festivals, SPA 516; in Roman hospitality, ROM 110.

Sozomen, on the Council of Nicaea, WOL 45.

Spalding, Franklin S., and the Book of Mormon, SIN 197; and the Pearl of Great Price, NEP 1:20, 2:16; criticism of Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT I.

Spasmos, in Roman hospitality, ROM 110; in Roman politics, SPA 515-543.

Spaulding, Solomon, manuscript story, MIX 744.

Speaking in tongues, SEE Glossolalia.

Specialization, in scholarship, NEP 29:84.

Speculation, according to Brigham Young, BY 34; ancient records, ANC 47.
Speculative theology, plan of life, WOL 204.

Spencer, Orson, on universities, NOB 1.

Sperry, Sidney B., *Our Book of Mormon*, review, OUB.

Spirit, and the Egyptian ba-bird, NEP 20:109; immor-
tality of, WOL 207; necessary for true church, WOL 227; vs. church organization, WOL 218.


Spirit world, and the gates of hell, BAP 788; Christ's
mission to the dead, BAP 25.

Spiritual creation, in the Book of Enoch, STT 11:86.

Spiritual culture, in *Book of Mormon*, SIN 270.

Spiritual gifts, WOK 16; and Christianity, TWO 203; and
gnosticism, WOL 62; and Irenaeus, IRE 12; and the
restoration, HDF 31; early church organization,
WOL 221; the apostasy, BAP 148; use of, GIF 3.

Spirituality, and temporal matters, CON 20.

Square, on sacred vestments, SAC 12.

Staff, as the word of God, APP 275; as a book, APP 276.

Staff of Moses, and the Liahona, SIN 293.

Stafford, B., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 13.

Stafford, David, Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 107.

Stafford, J., Joseph Smith as money-digger, MYM 187.

Stafford, William, opinion of Joseph Smith,
MYM 72, 92, 108.

The star, in Book of Mormon, SIN 172.

Star of Bethlehem, in the apocrypha, RED 20.

The state, TEN.

Statecraft, ARR 328-344.

Statesmanship, according to Brigham Young, BRS.

Status, priesthood, BES 76.

Steel, among the Jaredites, LEH 212; in the Book of
Mormon, SIN 254; in the ancient world,
LEH 707(IE Sept. 1950).

Steindorf, Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 7.

Steiner, George, on universities, NOB 1.

Stenhouse, Fanny, accounts of Mormonism, SOU 13.

Stenhouse, T. B. H., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 42.

Steppe cultures, in Ether, LEH 176.

Stewardship, and consecration, HDF 41; and wealth,
WOK 4.

The Stick of Joseph, STI 90; and Stick of Judah,
APP 271.

The Stick of Judah, STI.

Sticks of Ephraim and Judah, tally-sticks, BAR 126.

Stone, scarcity in the new world, APP 371.

Stone boxes, and Joseph Smith, MYM 128.

Stone of righteousness, Urim and Thummim, PHA 104.

Stonehenge, year-cults, ROM 45.

Stones, and Egyptian temple parallels, MES 121.

Stones, luminous, in Ether, APP 295.

Storms, and earthquakes, SIN 263.

Story of the Two Brothers, and the Book of Abraham,
ABR 74.

Stowell, Josiah, and Joseph Smith, MYM 146; Joseph Smith
and peepstones, MYM 120.


Stuart, Michael, and the Book of Enoch, STT 75.

Studying, learning, BRE 1.

Success, and business, WOK 17; and Sophistry, HOH 440.

Succession, see Apostolic Succession.

Suffering, and the atonement, WOL 237; martyrs, WOL 157;
prayer circles, EAR 54.

Suffering servant motif, and the sacrifice of Isaac,
NEP 27:92.

Sumerian civilization, and the epic milieu, THR 32.

Sumerians, and ancient Israel, ISR 23.

Summons-arrow, authority, ARR 331.

Sun, in Egyptian religion, MES 79; poem, OFB.

Sun's Eye story, and the founding of Egypt, ABR 160.

Supernaturalism, vs. naturalism, CON 19.

Survival, in Book of Mormon, APP 351.

Sustaining leaders, NIS 10.

Swimming, and purification, MES 101.

Swords, at time of Lehi, LEH 122.

Symbolic wrappings and veils, in Egyptian ritual,
MES 238.

Symbolism, and sacred vestments, SAC 11; uses in Abraham
Facsimile No. 3, ABR 143.

Symbols, Egyptian, Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 4;
Sperones in Roman politics, SPA 516.

Symmetry, and entropy, MEA 3.

Synagogue, and temples, IDE 228; in Book of Mormon,
SIN 187; tradition, WOL 200.


Synods, and the apostasy, QUE 15.

Syria, and transparent stones, THR 631; description,
HIT 312.
Syrian games, ROM 146.

Tabernacles, Jewish, compared to the booths of the Neptunalia, ROM 47.

Tacitus, on the Christians, WOL 163.

Talassio, in Roman marriage processions, ROM 196.

Tally sticks, and the Sticks of Judah, STI 17, STI 150; and the Sticks of Judah and Joseph, APP 279; Bar-Kochba Cave, BAR 125.

Talmud, SEE Babylonian Talmud.

Tanner, Jerold and Sandra, and the Book of Abraham, COMM.

Tarsus, and the Qumran traditions, QUM 183.

Taste, and reality, MOB 19.

Taxation, and equality, SIN 396; and the ancient state, TEN 619.

Teacher of Righteousness, SIN 312, 317; and Abinadi, COM 167.

Teaching, reticence in, SIN 104.

Teancum, and Amalakiah, SIN 349.

Tears of Nut, and the beer, ABR 229.

Technology, and corruption, BKE 16; and science, SOM 16.

Tefnut, mission after the flood, ABR 156.

Telescopic world, and the temple, MEA 10.

Tell el-Amarna, manuscript discovery, SIN 53b.

Temper, control of, BRL 12.

Temple building, in Book of Mormon, SIN 273.

Temple endowments, SEE Endowments, Temple.

Temple recommend, Egyptian parallels, MES 117.

Temple rites, according to Fawn Brodie, NOM 34.

Temple work, as work, PHI.

Temples, according to Manual of Discipline, MES 259; ancient, ANC 46-49; IDE 230-234; and Abraham, NEP 26:61; and ancient recorda, GEN 44; and Christians, CHR; and gospel culture, COM 23; and hierocentric civilizations, MEA 7; and the restoration, HOF 32; and the sacrifice of Isaac, NEP 27:86; as an origin for arts and sciences, LET 104; as observatories, MES 151; as powerhouses, ANC 48, MES 154; definition, MEA 7; Egyptian, ANC 48, MES 7, MES 118; Egyptian, and tombs, WHA 178; history, IDE; in ancient Israel, ISR 7; meaning of, MEA; needed for prayer circles, EAR 65; prayer circles, MEA 7; purpose of, INT xxvii; relationship to Egyptian tombs, MES 5.

Temporal matters, and spirituality, CON 20.

Tennis game, model for discussion, AST 79.

Tent people, and Lehi, LEH 57.

Tenting, and the state, TEN 600.

Tents, and Lehi in the desert, APP 208.

Terah, and Abraham, NEP 12:29.

Terrestrial world, and the temple, MEA 10.

Tertullian, interpretation of scripture, WOL 186; on dialectic in the church, WOL 39; on prophecy in the church, WOL 224.

Tesserae, in Roman hospitality, ROM 96; (tokens) in Roman politics, SPA 515.


Testament of Abraham, compared to the Book of Abraham, ABR 20; compared to the Book of the Dead, ABR 21; compared to itself (2 recensions), ABR 24.

Testament of Our Lord Jesus Christ, APO 25.

Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, SIN 45.

Testamentary literature, and the apocrypha, RED 16.

Testaments, in the apocrypha, SIN 43.

Testimony, and the restoration, HOF 32; as evidence, INTR 25; as sure knowledge, WOL 24; compared to mysticism, WOL 96; gaining of a, BRT 4; in the days of St. Augustine, WOL 78, 79; martyrdom, WOL 160; vs. argument, WOL 33.

Textual criticism, and Book of Mormon, NBR 830, SIN 167.

Tha'labi, Muhammad ibn-Ibrahim-ath, APP 186.

Thales of Miletus, and Lehi in 600 B.C., LES 5; as contemporary of Lehi, APP 43.

Thanksgiving hymn (IQH) 1, 3, 10, 13, TRE 86, TRE 12:11; and Zenos, SIN 316.

Theodicy, in Enoch, BKE 3, ENG 76.

Theodosius, consolidation of the Church, WOL 77.

Theology, modern religion, WOL 204.

Theophany, modern, and Book of Mormon prophecy, GIF 1.

Theories, and inductive reasoning, INTR 4.


Theseus, as model of mythology, MYT 36.

Third dimension, and the gospel, HOF 32; in religion, CON 22.

Thomas, Bertram, and the Qara Mountains, LEH 125.

Thomas Aquinas, on true religion, WOL 53.

Thoth of Ptolemais, as guide for Tefnut, ABR 175.

Three levels of existence, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 125.

Three men in white, image in Book of Mormon, SIN 175; in the apocrypha, APO 18; prayer circles, EAR 59.
Three Nephites, and Lazarus, CHI 35.

Thrones, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 126; Jaredite and Central Asian, LEH 206.

Time, and creation, BBE 18, CAN 13; and religion, WOL 199; as circular, ROM 1; in the apocrypha, APO 6.

Timothy, names in Book of Mormon and in Egypt, LEH 34.

Tithing, and compulsion, BRL 6; Jewish feasts, ROM 68.

Title of Liberty, ancient parallels, NEB 246; and ancient Jews, APP 401; compared to Biblical stories, APP 178; early Jews, BAR 120; Iranian elements, SIN 711(mii).

Tokens, in Roman hospitality, ROM 97.

Tolerance, in leadership, BRL 4.

Tolls, and the ancient state, TEN 619.

Tomb, and temples, WHA 178; relationship to Egyptian temples, MES 6.

Tomisonmat, Elizabeth, Egyptian furniture, ONT 29.

Tools, and paleontology, BEF 9.

Torah shrine, in the Dura-Europas synagogue, SIN 217.

The Torment of Secrecy by Edward A. Shils, book review, TOR 887, 888.

Tower of Babel, in Ether, LEH 154.

Towers, and Book of Mormon, NEB 450.

Towing, in Egyptian ritual, MES 234.

Towle, Nancy, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 31.

Townsend, George, Joseph Smith and the stone boxes, MYM 134.

Trade, in Lehi’s time, APP 48.

Trade schools, v.s. liberal education, GIF 19.

Tradition, WOL 197-203; in Book of Mormon, SIN 273; revelation, WOL 197; and Irenaeus, IRE 16; unwritten, in Roman Catholicism, SIN 120.

Transfiguration, New Testament account, and the first vision, FIR 5; compared to first vision, EDM 6; CEN 522; Mount of Salvation of the Dead, BAP 836.

Transformation, in the Book of Enoch, STT 11:82; (KHPR) in Egyptian ritual, MES 171.

Translation, ability of Joseph Smith, NEP III/17; and computers, MEA 3; and criticism of Joseph Smith, STT 1:78; and Joseph Smith, JUD 3; and the Dead Sea Scrolls, APP 149; and the Egyptian alphabet and grammar, MEN; and the Joseph Smith Papyri, MES 47; and the Urin and Thummim, MES 50; human and machine, SIN 164; Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 71; ONT 1; of ancient documents, WAY 307; of Book of Mormon, MES 51; problems of, WAY 303; vs. interpretation of symbols, ONT 3; vs. revelation, MES 50.

Transparent stones, and the Jaredites, THR 567; in ancient history, THR 630; in Book of Ether, STR.

Travel stories, ancient, LEH 1.

"Treading upon the garments," in Book of Mormon, SIN 274.

Treasures, in apocryphal writings, RED 22.

"Treasures in the heavens," TRE.

Treasury of light, prayer circles, EAR 63.

Tree of knowledge, in Egyptian ritual, MES 177.

Tree of life, and Arab culture, APP 218; Book of Mormon and Dura-Europas synagogue, SIN 217.

Trespassing, and the ancient state, TEN 614.

Trial (mock) of Joseph Smith (in absentia), MYM.

Tribes, use of rods and arrows, ARR 334.

Tribulation, Blacks and the priesthood, BBS 76.

Trinitarian doctrine, and Egyptian religion, MES 131.

Trinity, philosophy of, WOL 40; St. Augustine, founder of theology of, WOL 86.

Triumphal procession, in Roman games, ROM 160.

Triumphator, in Roman games, ROM 160, 191.

"True church," WOL 226-234.

The True Prophet, Jesus Christ, WOL 10.

Truth, according to Brigham Young, EDU 83; and philosophy, WOL 37; love of, BRE 9; no defense needed, WOL 53; scholarship, NOB 8.

Truth-seeking, Egypt, ANC 49; open discussion, ARC ii.

Trypho, dialogues, with Justin Martyr, APP 309.

Tucker, Pomeroy, opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 56, 92.

Tuition, and education, GIF 19.

Turner, and Joseph Smith, NEL 293.

Turner, J. B., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 70.

Turner, O., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 61, 123.

Turner, Wallace, and the Joseph Smith Papyri, NEP 11:36; on the Joseph Smith Papyri, AST 69.

Tuttle, Bishop, Joseph Smith and peepstones, MYM 139.

Twain, Mark, according to Brigham Young, BRT 3.

The Twenty-Seventh Wife by Irving Wallace, HOT.

"2,000 stripling warriors," SIN 354.

"Two ways" doctrine, EAC 9, PRO 14.

Tyranny, in leadership, BRL 4.

Ugarit, and ancient Israel, ISR 9.

Umsicht, in scholarship, WAY 231.

Understanding, according to Brigham Young, BRS 11.
United Order, SEE Community of Goods.
United States, vs. the Soviet Union, PRO 8.
Universal ruler, marked-arrow, ARR 342.
Universalism, in Book of Mormon, XII:2/26.
Universities, NOB 1-9; revelation, NOB 2; secular, NOB 1.
University, vs. church, NOB 9.
Ur, of Haran and of the Chaldees, ABR 68; and Abraham, NEP 16:66.
Uriah, and Jeremiah, DAR 8; compared to Lehi, JES 7; prophet at time of Jeremiah, LAC 52.
Urim and Thummim, Abraham, PHA 104; and Jaredite stones, STR 148; and Joseph Smith, MYM 116; and Book of Mormon, SIN 223; and translation, MES 50; divine power, ANC 48; parallels in Egyptian religion, MES 121.
Usury, in Babylon, OUG 14.
Utneapishtim, and magar-boats, STR 138.
Valleys, desecration of, HDF 35.
Vanity, in scholarship, WAY 230.
Variety, vs. regimentation, BRL 5.
Veils, according to Gospel of Philip, MES 286; and cosmology, TRE 83; importance in prayer circles, EAR 66; in Book of Enoch, STT 12:78, 11:88; in Egyptian ritual, MES 230.
Ventris, Michael, and Minoan Script B, MES 53.
Vertical tradition, in Judaism, HOW 33, SIN 102.
Veetements, Christian, SAC; sacred, SAC.
Victors, in Roman games, ROM 159.
View of the Hebrews, and Book of Mormon, MIX 744.
Viewpoint, open discussion, ARC iii.
Vigal, Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 14.
Virgin birth, according to Celsus, WOL 16.
Virtue, free agency and compulsion, WOL 169.
Vision of Lehi, and other ancient visions, SIN 212; and the Dura Europos Synagogue, SIN 216.
Visionary men, and Lehi, JES 11.
Visions, SEE Dreams and Visions.
Visitations, APO, parallels in history, WOL 213; SEE ALSO Dispensations.
Vitalism, and the environment, BYE 20.
Vivisection, and science, SCI 4.
Vocations, and eschatology, NIS 4.
Volcanos, and earthquakes, SIN 266.
Voelkerwanderungszzeit, and the Jaredites, THR 59; and the state, TEN 600.
Von Bissing, Friedrich Freiherr, qualifications, NEP 7:54; Joseph Smith Papyri, ONT 7.
Von Rechenhausen, on Egyptian pictures, ONT 17.
Wagona, and the migration of the Jaredites, LEH 182.
Walker War, according to Brigham Young, BRS 32.
Wallace, Irving, accounts of Mormonism, SOU 13; The Twenty-Seventh Wife, HDT.
Walters the Magician, and Joseph Smith, MYM 177.
Wandering, and the Hebrews, APP 173; in the wilderness, APP 118; Land of Promise, WOL 212.
War, INT xxiv; according to Alma, GIF 7; according to Brigham Young, BRT 2, BY II:2, BRS 25; and patriotism, USE 9; and peace, IFT, REN, SUB; and politics, BEY 14; as an escape, WOL 241.
Warfare, among Jaredites and Central Asians, LEH 230; and the Title of Liberty, APP 180.
Wares, in Book of Mormon, APP 351.
Washing, in Egyptian religion, MES 94.
Washing and anointing, and the Egyptian religion, MES 106.
Waste, according to Brigham Young, PHI; in the environment, BYE 15.
Watches, in the Book of Enoch, STT 8:78.
Water, as the seal in baptism, BAP 91; images in Book of Mormon, SIN 181; in the desert, LEH 49; in year-rites, ROM 210; praised by Arabs and by Lehi, APP 233; use in Egyptian religion, MES 94.
Waters of Mormon, and the Qumran Community, APP 156.
Way of Life, in Egyptian ritual, MES 184.
Ways and means, scientific preoccupation, SCI 6.
Weaknesses, elimination of, BRE 1.
Wealth, according to Book of Mormon, GIF 6; according to Brigham Young, EDU 53, PHI; and conservation, HDF 41; and crime in Book of Mormon, APP 332; and Jerusalem, JEU 5; and Lehi, LEH 37; and stewardship, WOK 4; and the gospel, WOK 4; and Zion, GRE, WHZ 8; compared to creativity, LET 312; dangers of, SIN 391; effect on Mesoamerican society, FRE, BMA; in 600 B.C., LES 3; in Book of Mormon, FRE 8, SIN 255.
Weaponry, according to Brigham Young, BRS 26.
Weather conditions, effect on ancient historiography, ANW 80; in Ether, LEH 168.
Webb Family, and Ann Eliza Young, SOU 182.
Weighting of the soul, in Egyptian ritual, MES 227.
Weil, C. C., opinion of Joseph Smith, MYM 16.
Weltanschaung, Norse compared to Greeks and Arabs, SOP 1.
Wepwawet scepter, Joseph Smith Papyri I, ONT 5.
Weskur civilization, and loyalty, UNS 631.
White, used with red in Roman games, ROM 169.
White garments, SAC 4; in Book of Mormon, SIN 175; in the apocrypha, RED 29.
White stone, and Egyptian temple parallels, MES 120; with a new name, ROM 111.
White tree of life, in the apocrypha, RED 33.
Whitehead, Alfred North, as dogmatism, ARC 4.
Whittier, John Greenleaf, opinion of Joseph Smith, MMY 53.
Wickedness, and Enoch, ENO 76; and righteousness, SIN 381; in Book of Mormon, APP 315.
Wilderness, among the Nephites and elsewhere, APP 339; and Lehi, LEH 56; Churches in, APP 133; in the scriptures, APP 113; SEE ALSO Desert.
Wilkins, Preston T., Joseph Smith and the stone boxes, MMY 135.
Wilkinson, Ernest L., satire on, SHA.
Williams, Frederick G., and Egyptian alphabet and grammar, MEN 372.
Wilson, John and Egyptology, PEA 1.
Winds, Egyptian and Babylonian and Hebrew traditions, APP 290.
Wine, symbolism after the flood, ABR 155, 162.
Witness, compared to martyr, WOL 159.
Witnesses, and Book of Mormon, EDM 4; in mock trial of Joseph Smith, MMY 11.
Women, as archetype, PAM 44; and Lehi in the desert, APP 214; as writers of anti-Mormon literature, SOU 133; in Egyptian ritual, MES 148; in sacrificial rites, NEP 66(xiv).
Wood, and stone used in building, THR 2:94.
Woodward, Helen Beal, accounts of Mormonism, SOU 34.
Words, in Egyptian ritual, MES 250.
Work, PHI; according to Brigham Young, PHI; and gifts of the Spirit, GIF 4; and wealth, WOK 5.
"World religion," and ancient Israel, ISR 25.
Worldliness, and Christian piety, WOL 174; compared to happiness, WOL 238.
Worlds, organization of, TRE.
Wrappings, in Egyptian ritual, MES 238.
Writing, GEN; a gift from heaven, STT 5:62; and the Lachish letters, JES 1; anti-Mormon literature, MOT; belief, ARC 11; in graduate school, WRI; marked arrow, ARR 337; philosophy and history, STT 63(IV); scriptures, WOL 189; vs. drawing in Egyptian art, ONT 17.
Written records, and the Book of Abraham, ABR 92; beginnings, GEN 38; renewal of, ABR 4; speculation, ANC 47, WOL 189.
Wye, W., Joseph Smith and the stone boxes, MMY 135.
Yaush, and Laban, DAR 13, JES 12.
Year cult, Roman games, ROM 1-249.
Year-drama, HIE 226; Roman, ROM 125-190.
Year-end rituals, and Abraham Facsimile No. 3, ABR 118.
Year-festival, Roman, ROM 210-233.
Year-kings, in Roman games, ROM 175.
Year-rites, and Abraham, NEP 15:78; in America, APP 259.
YHWH, and DSRT, LEH 186.
Young, Amelia Folsom, and Ann Eliza Young, SOU 178.
Young, Ann Eliza Webb Dee, accounts of Mormonism, SOU 13.
Young, Brigham, and capitalism, WOK 3; and the City of Enoch, STT 12:89; and the Danites, SOU 232; and the enemy, BY; and the environment, BY; and the full vision of Joseph Smith, FIR 25; as an educator, BRE; as leader, BRL; as statesman, BRS; as theologian, BRT; his Indian policy, BY 114; humor, BRT 3; in anti-Mormon writings, SOU 16, 45, 85; on education, EBU, MOB; on patriotism, USE 5; on revelation, WOL 24, 28; on the environment, BYF 1-6; on wealth in Zion, WHZ 8; on work, PHI; truth-seeking and revelation, ARC 11.
Young, Lorenzo Dow, and the Danites, SOU 219.
Zadok, and Melchizedek, ISR 32.
Zaek, on Egyptian art, ONT 18.
Zakor Baal, and Laban, LEH 110.
Zeal, and knowledge, ZEA.
Zedekiah, and Lehi, LEH 7.
Zenez, and Zenos, SIN 322.
Zenos the Prophet, and authenticity of Book of Mormon, HOW 33; and other forgotten prophets, SIN 702(m); and Zenez, SIN 322; Book of Mormon and ancient writings, SIN 313; in the apocrypha, RED 33.
Zerahemnah, and the battle of Riplah, SIN 334.
Zeus, and Enoch traditions, ENF 26.
Ziggurat, and Book of Mormon, NEB 26.
Zion, and Babylon, BED 25; and politics, BEY 21; compared to "Babylon," GRE; counterpart of Babylon, OUG 9; defined, OUG 3; described, WHZ; historical parallels, WOL 215; vs. Babylon, MOB 13.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title and Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Abraham in Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Acclamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>An Age of Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANC</td>
<td>Ancient Temples: What Do They Signify?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANW</td>
<td>The Ancient World (book review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APO</td>
<td>Apocryphal Writings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP</td>
<td>An Approach to the Book of Mormon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Archaeology and Our Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR</td>
<td>The Arrow, the Hunter, and the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>As Things Stand at the Mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAP</td>
<td>Baptism for the Dead in Ancient Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAR</td>
<td>Bar-Kocheba (book review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCF</td>
<td>Before Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BES</td>
<td>The Best Possible Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEY</td>
<td>Beyond Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIR</td>
<td>Bird Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKE</td>
<td>The Book of Enoch as a Theodicy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMA</td>
<td>The Book of Mormon and the Ruins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMM</td>
<td>The Book of Mormon as a Mirror of the East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMT</td>
<td>The Book of Mormon: True or False?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGY</td>
<td>The Boy, Nephi, in Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRE</td>
<td>Brigham Young as an Educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRL</td>
<td>Brigham Young as a Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRS</td>
<td>Brigham Young as a Statesman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>Brigham Young as a Theologian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYU</td>
<td>Brigham Young and the Enemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYE</td>
<td>Brigham Young on the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Candidates for the &quot;Search Society&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEN</td>
<td>Censoring the Joseph Smith Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>Christ Among the Ruins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR</td>
<td>Christian Envy of the Temple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMQ</td>
<td>The Christmas Quest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNW</td>
<td>Churches in the Wilderness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>Columbus and Revelation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Comments (in Mormonism: A Faith for All Cultures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>Common Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>A Conversation with Hugh Nibley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONF</td>
<td>Conflict in the Churches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>A Coptic Christian &quot;Book of Breathing&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR</td>
<td>Dark Days in Jerusalem: The Lachish Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>The Day of the Amateur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>The Dead Sea Scrolls: Some Questions and Answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOR</td>
<td>Do Religion and History Conflict?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAA</td>
<td>Early Accounts of Jesus' Childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC</td>
<td>The Early Christian Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR</td>
<td>The Early Christian Prayer Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAS</td>
<td>Easter and the Prophets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM</td>
<td>Eduard Meyer's Comparison of Mohammed and Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Educating the Saints: A Brigham Young Mosaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENF</td>
<td>The Enoch Figure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENO</td>
<td>Enoch the Prophet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC</td>
<td>Eschatological Dilemma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>Evangelium Quadratinta Dierum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>The Expanding Gospel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>The Facsimiles of the Book of Abraham: A Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR</td>
<td>The First Vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>Fragment Found in Salt Lake City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRE</td>
<td>Freemasonry and Kingmen in the Book of Mormon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>The Genesis of the Written Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
<td>Getting Ready to Begin, An Editorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF</td>
<td>Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOD</td>
<td>The God of the Philosophers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOS</td>
<td>The Gospel of Repentance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>Great Are the Words of Isaiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIE</td>
<td>The Hierothenic State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>Historiography of the Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT</td>
<td>History of Syria (book review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOF</td>
<td>How Firm a Foundation! What Makes It So</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOM</td>
<td>How to Have a Quiet Campus, Antique Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>How to Write an Anti-Mormon Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW</td>
<td>How Itriner in the Book of Mormon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMU</td>
<td>Humanism and the Gospel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>The Idea of the Temple in History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFT</td>
<td>If There Must Needs Be Offense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations and Titles Only**

| IN            | In the Party, But Not of the Party |
| INT           | An Intellectual Autobiography |
| INTR          | Inte-Ancient Records |
| IRE           | Irenaeus |
| ISL           | Islam and Mormonism: A Comparison |
| ISR           | Israel's Neighbors |
| ITT           | It Takes All Kinds |
| JER           | Jerusalem: In Christianity |
| JES           | The Jerusalem Scene |
| JEU           | Jerusalem's Formula For Peace |
| JUD           | Judging and Prejudging |
| KIT           | Kitsch in the Visual Arts |
| LAC           | The Lachish Letters |
| LR            | Letter Memos |
| LEA           | Learn Greek |
| LEG           | A Legendary Passion |
| LEH           | Lehi in the Desert and the World of the Jaredites |
| LES           | The Lesson of the Sixth Century B.C. |
| LET           | Letters to Smoother |
| LIA           | The Liahona's Cousins |
| LIT           | Literary Style Used in Book of Mormon |
| MAN           | Man's Dominion |
| MEE           | The Meaning of the Temple |
| MEX           | The Meaning of the Kirtland Egyptian Papers |
| MES           | The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri: An Egyptian Endowment |
| MIX           | Mixed Voices (A Study on Book of Mormon) |
| MOC           | More Brigham Young on Education |
| MVE           | More Voices from the Dust |
| MOD           | The Mormon View of the Book of Mormon |
| MMY           | The Myrmekiths |
| MYS           | Myths and the Scriptures |
| NEA           | Near Eastern Culture and Society (book review) |
| NEB           | New Approaches to Book of Mormon Study |
| NEU           | New Discoveries |
| NEP           | A New Look at the Pearl of Great Price |
| NIB           | Nibley on Mormonism: A Faith for All Cultures |
| NIS           | Nibley the Scholar |
| NOB           | Nobody to Blame |
| NOM           | No Man's That's Not History |
| OFB           | Of Birthday's |
| GNT           | On the Pearl of Great Price |
| OLB           | Our Book of Mormon (book review) |
| OUG           | Our Glory or Our Condemnation |
| PAM           | Patriarch and Matriarchy |
| PAS           | The Passage of the Church: Forty Variations |
| PAT           | Paths That Stray: Some Notes on the Sophic and Mantic |
| PAU           | Paul and Moroni |
| PEA           | Pearl of Great Price Papyri Acquisition |
| PET           | Peter |
| PHA           | Phase One |
| PHI           | The Philosophical Implications of Automation |
| PLA           | Plato's Athens |
| POR           | Portland Institute Symposium Talk |
| PRA           | Prayer |
| PRO           | Prolegomena to Any Study of the Book of Abraham |
| QUE           | Questions on Authority |
| QUM           | Quran and "The Companions of the Cave" |
| RED           | Re-Discovery of the Apocalypse |
| REL           | The Religious Picture |
| ROM           | The Roman Games as the Survival of an Archaic Year-Cult |
| SAC           | Sacred Vestments |
| SCI           | Science Fiction and the Gospel |
| SHA           | Shalamar: BYU Women's Program |
| SIN           | Since Cumorah |
| SOM           | Some Significant Statements by Leading Scientists |
| SOP           | Sophic and Mantic (see also PAT) |
| SQO           | Souvenirs from Lehi's Jerusalem |
| SPA           | Sphasones |
| STI           | The Stick of Judah and the Stick of Joseph |
FARMS Preliminary Reports are notes or tentative papers reflecting substantial research but not yet ready for final publication. They are made available to be critiqued and improved and to stimulate further research.